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Introduction
Every liquid in principle can transform into a glass if it is cooled or compressed
fast enough. Glass is one of the most important articial materials utilized by
man. Numerous applications of glass materials and glass transition phenomenon
include obtaining of the optimal wet-skid resistance by using the tread rubber
with high glass transition temperature [1, 2], enhancement of the ballistic pen-
etration resistance of armor coatings obtained by energy dissipation associated
with an impact-induced transition of the coating to the glassy state [3, 4], the
material selection for acoustic tiles on submarines allowing to undergo the glass
transition at the frequency of the active sonar at seawater temperatures thus
dampening the sonar [5], arterial walls restoring[6], preservation of food [7, 8, 9],
highly soluble pharmaceuticals [10]. So, the study of glassy state tends to be one
of the most promising and interesting tasks in chemistry in our days. This fact
was my main motivating factor to study the structural and dynamical char-
acteristics of the polymer melt approaching to glass transition from above in
group of Prof. Dino Leporini in Pisa University.
The particles(in this Thesis the word \particle" signies the most elemen-
tary rigid part of the system under investigation. In general, it can be either
molecule for the system containing the rigid molecules, or atom for the case of
exible molecules. As far, as in this Thesis the polymer melt is the system that
I am investigating, the word \particle" in context of my research signies the
monomer) spend increasing periods of time, rattling in cages formed by their
neighbors while the liquid, consisting of these particles, approaches the glass
transition. Finally, the particles are relaxed from their cages - this process is
called the structure relaxation. The main aim of this thesis is the investigation
of the microscopic dynamics of the particles trapped in these cages and the
study of the possible ways to connect this fast dynamics in cage to slow macro-
scopic dynamics associated with structure relaxation. First direction of research
is based on the density-temperature scaling of the one of the most important
characteristics of the cage dynamics - the Debye-Waller factor(that is the ampli-
tude of the particle's rattling in the cage, see the section 1:2 for the details). The
density-temperature scaling has become very popular in the recent years due to
the improvement of the technical equipment of the experiments, that allowed to
change both density and temperature of the system in simultaneous and prompt
way. The density-temperature scaling of the structure relaxation time for single
and multi-component liquids having dierent interaction potentials was intro-
duced and investigated in this thesis from the dierent points of view, including
the pressure-energy correlations and potential energy landscapes with citations
of the correspondent sources (see the section 3:1). Recent research of the Prof.
Leporini group[11] has presented the universal scaling between the structure re-
laxation time and Debye-Waller factor(see the subsection 3:1:5). Nevertheless,
the research of the density-temperature scaling of the Debye-Waller factor has
been missing so far and I tried my best to improve this situation and to show
that the density-temperature scaling is valid for the microscopic processes, too.
In the terms of the second direction of investigation I studied several functions
of cage correlation for the polymer melt. This study should have allowed me to
better understand the processes taking place in the cages or \shells" surround-
ing the tagged particle and to discover the new types of connection between
these microscopic processes from one side and the macroscopic processes, like
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e.g. the structure relaxation, from another side. Results of this study could
help to develop the new ways of understanding of the universal scaling between
the structure relaxation time and Debye-Waller factor. Furthermore, it is in-
teresting to study the cage correlation functions of the polymer melt because
the polymers have been never studied in this way so far. Previous researches
of the correlation functions dealt with the binary mixtures[12], hard spheres
and disks[13], etc. I also have to say that this study is based on introduction
of dierent correlation functions including the self-correlation functions of dis-
placement that have not been studied in context of the liquids state research so
far.
As to the meaning of the results of the thesis, I may state the following:
 the density-temperature scaling of the Debye-Waller factor is evidenced(see
the section 3:1 and the Chapter number 4). The values of the scaling
exponent  are consistent with the predictions from the study of Lennard-
Jones liquids. Data of all the polymers in the study, that have dierent
molecular masses and interaction potential, collapse the straight lines of
Debye-Waller factor vs TV  plot, where any straight line is uniquely de-
ned by the molecular mass and parameters of the interaction potential.
These lines cross in one \universal" point.
 the cage correlation functions, describing the time evolution of the neigh-
bor cage of the given particle(see the subsection 3:2:1 and section 5:1)
and following from the immediate physical interpretation, represent the
alternative but perfectly equivalent instrument for the description of the
structure relaxation, compared to the more rigorous intermediate scatter-
ing function.
 the analysis of the spatial correlation of displacement(see the subsection
3:2:2 and section 5:2) evidences the link between the well-known static
properties of the system and the dynamic properties, represented by the
direction and modulus correlation functions of displacement. Origin of
this correlation is not perfectly clear and needs further investigation.
 analysis of the time correlations of displacement (see the section 5:3) shows
that the directionality of motion rather than the displacement modulus
seems to connect the fast microscopic and slow macroscopic dynamics.
The direction of the displacement of a particle at the time scales of cage
regime determines in general the direction of the particle's motion even at
much longer times.
As far, as the outlook of the Thesis is concerned, I have to point out that
the further investigation, generalization and improvement of these results could
be useful. The results of current Thesis allow to construct only several very
narrow and rickety bridges between the fast microscopic and slow macroscopic
dynamics. These narrow links should be united with the other existing ones
and with those that will be created in future, thus forming the new theories,
methods and approaches. Among the possible ways of developing of the results
of this Thesis I can point to either the prospect of the study of the inuence
of TV  on the behavior of the cage correlation functions, uniting the two main
directions of research of this thesis, could be the most promising direction of
further study, or to the aforementioned possible research of the reasons of the
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correlation between the static and dynamic(represented by the direction and
modulus correlation functions of displacement) properties of the system. Results
and outlook of the Thesis are discussed in the Conclusions in more detailed way.
My thesis consists of ve chapters. First chapter of my PhD thesis presents
the introduction to glass transition phenomenon (section 1:1); covers the in-
formation about the static structure and relaxation in liquids and introduces
the functions that describe these processes (section 1:2); and describes the glass
transition in polymers with particular attention to the similarities and dier-
ences of the glass transition processes in simple liquids and polymers(section
1:3), thus explaining why the polymers usually are the good glass-formers.
Then, in the second chapter, covering the methods of the computer simula-
tions of polymers, there follow:
 the review of numerous methods of molecular dynamics and (a bit) of
monte-carlo simulations of the glass-forming polymers(section 2:1), allow-
ing to better understand the future ways of development of the simulation
studies of the polymers and to enrich the arsenal of a modern scientist with
new powerful computational methods enabling the simulations to become
more quick and eective
 separate section (2:2) describing the numerical methods and MD model
(developed by Cristiano De Michele, a former member of the Leporini
group) used in the MD simulations runs during the work over the fourth
and fth chapters
Third chapter contains the theoretical background for the fourth and fth chap-
ters.
 the theoretical introduction to the popular aspect of density-temperature
scaling of the relaxation time in numerous classes of simple liquids and
polymers (section 3:1). Theoretical basis of the scaling and its connec-
tion to the inverse power law is discussed in the subsection 3:1:1, the
numerous ways of approximation of the scaling exponent  are presented
in the subsection 3:1:2. The speculations upon the relation between the
density-temperature scaling and the pressure-energy correlations in liquids
are presented in the subsection 3:1:3; the connection of the temperature-
density scaling to the fragility and potential energy landscapes is discussed
in the subsection 3:1:4. Section ends with results of Leporini group (sub-
section 3:1:5) obtained just before beginning of my work over the PhD
thesis. These results allowed to ascertain the universal scaling between
the fast microscopic and the slow macroscopic dynamics and also urged
me to explore the possibility of temperature-density scaling not only of the
slow macroscopic dynamics reected in such macroscopic parameter as the
relaxation time, but also of the microscopic dynamics closely connected
to the Debye-Waller factor.
 section 3:2, consisting of the introduction to the functions regarding the
cages surrounding the tagged atom (subsection 3:2:1) and the basic the-
oretical information about the spatial correlation functions (subsection
3:2:2)
The original results of the research of temperature-density scaling of the
Debye-Waller factor are presented into the fourth chapter.
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The fth chapter reports an original investigation of the correlation functions
of supercooled polymeric melt. The peculiarities of motion of the atoms in the
supercooled liquid, especially when it approaches the glass transition, are always
of great interest and importance, because the understanding of the laws of this
motion could be crucial for prediction of various properties of materials close
to their glass transition. The correlation functions give us a rather detailed
picture of the motion of the atoms. In the section 5:1 I explored the correlation
functions regarding the cages surrounding the tagged atom. The description
of the program, calculating the neighbor list and cage correlation functions
(already introduced in subsection 5:4:1), follows in subsection 5:1:1. The results
of the run of this program using the input data from the simulations of our MD
model, already described in section 2:2, are presented in subsection 5:1:2. In
section 5:2 there follows the research of the spatial correlation functions. The
structure of this subsection is similar to the previous one with the introductory
part of the corresponding functions being presented in subsection 3:2:2, program
description in subsection 5:2:1 and the results of the run in subsection 5:2:2. In
the section 5:3 I introduced the original self-correlation functions of displacement
in subsection 5:3:1. The program, calculating these functions, is described in
the subsection 5:3:2, the results of run - in the subsection 5:3:3.
Finally there follow the conclusions, appendix and bibliography.
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1. CHAPTER 1. GLASS TRANSITION IN SIMPLE LIQUIDS
AND POLYMERS. PHENOMENOLOGY AND
EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION (DIFFERENCES
AND SIMILARITIES)
In this chapter I recount the glass transition phenomenon (section 1:1), cover
the information about the static structure and relaxation in liquids, presenting
the functions that describe them (section 1:2), and introduce the glass-forming
polymers, whose glass transition is somewhat dierent from non-polymeric ma-
terials (section 1:3).
1.1 Introduction to the glass transition phenomenon
Glass transition takes place when simple liquids [14], polymers[15], bio-materials[16],
metals[17],[18] and molten salts[19] are cooled or compressed fast enough to
avoid crystallization and, nally, are freezed into a non-crystalline solid-like
state - a glass. The glass transition does not have a well-dened transition tem-
perature and it is not a phase transition [20]. Any liquid is able to form a glass if
it is cooled fast enough [21]. Hence, the glassy state may be regarded as the fth
state of conventional matter: glass is solid as the crystalline state but isotropic
and without long range order as the liquid state [22]. The particles spend some
periods of time rattling in the cages formed by their neighbors; and these pe-
riods increase while approaching the glass transition. Finally, if the system is
not vitrifying(otherwise there happens the structural arrest), the particles are
relaxed from these cages. The period of time that is required to reorganize the
topological structure of the liquid and to allow the kinetic unit to escape from
the cage is called the structural relaxation time . The dynamics of the super-
cooled liquids and the relaxation processes is very complex. One of the most
important features of this slow dynamics is the dynamic heterogeneity[23, 24]:
in the same environment and same moment of time some molecules could be
characterized by fast motions with others being much slower, acting as cages
for the faster. This picture is dynamic because in just few moments (usually on
the time scale of ) the fast molecules could become slow, due to the mutual
interactions, and vice versa. Fast and slow molecules are usually clustered in
domains. The sizes of these domains are assumed to be of the order of several
nm [25, 26, 27, 28].
Angell plot [29] shows the correlation between the temperature decrease
towards the glass transition temperature Tg and the corresponding increase of
the logarithm of relaxation time. Tg is obtained by denition when liquid is
cooled enough, so that its  is equal to 100 seconds [29]. The reproduction of
the Angell plot(viscosity versus
Tg
T ) is shown in the Figure 1.1. For the so-called
\strong" liquids the dependence of  on normalized
Tg
T is exponential. These
Fig. 1.1: Angell plot(reproduced from [29]) of the viscosity against Tg=T in log-scale.
Based on the experimental data.  is the viscosity,  is the relaxation
time,Tg is the glass transition temperature, T is the temperature. In this
representation, strong glassformers such as SiO2 give straight lines, while
the fragile glasses (for example, OTP) exhibit the strongly curved plots.
The hydrogen-bonded materials, like glycerol, correspond to the moderately
curved plots.
liquids are represented by the straight lines at the Figure 1.1. Strong liquids
exhibit the so-called Arrhenius temperature dependence:
 = 0 exp(
(E)
kBT
) (1.1)
where (E) is the free energy of activation (of a ow event) and 0 is a constant.
The so-called \fragile" or \super-Arrhenius" liquids have higher radius at the
Angell plot, hence they do not exhibit the Arrenius-like behavior. The structure
relaxation time of such liquids is well approximated by the empirical Vogel-
Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse expression, obtained from the experiments with fragile
glasses [30], [31]:
 = 0 exp[
A
T   TV F ] (1.2)
where 0 is the high temperature limit of relaxation time, TV F is the Vogel-
Fulcher temperature which indicates the divergence of the relaxation time at
innite viscosity, corresponding to the complete blocking of the structural re-
laxation, A is the strength parameter whose value is related to the degree of de-
viation of the (T ) curve from the Arrhenius equation (see the Figure 1.1)[32].
Typically, for a fragile system A is rather small (down to about 3) and for strong
one is essentially higher (up to about 100). Fragility is another interesting pa-
rameter of the glass-forming liquids. It is dened as follows[33]:
mv =
@log()
@(
Tg
T )
jT=Tg (1.3)
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The van der Waals molecular liquids (like OTP) are the classical fragile (mv =
70  150) systems. The strong glass-formers (mv = 17  35) are character-
ized by strong covalent directional bonds, forming space-lling networks (like
silica). Hydrogen bonded materials (like glycerol or propylene glycols) demon-
strate the intermediate levels of fragility (mv = 40  70). The experimen-
tal evidences demonstrate the complex behavior of temperature dependence
of the structural relaxation time. Actually, there are several experimental
and numerical simulation results [34, 35, 24, 36] supported by the theoretical
studies[37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] that reported that the slowing down of the dy-
namics on approaching the glass transition temperature and the increase of the
free energy of activation could be related to the onset of cooperative motions,
involving molecules on an increasing correlation length .
While speaking about the relation of glass transition and cooperative motion,
it is very dicult to omit the the Adam-Gibbs(AG) model[37]. The AG model
is one of the most popular ones that try to explain the increase of free energy
of activation while approaching to glass transition from above and to link it
to the size of the cooperative regions. According to this model the increase of
 of the glass-forming systems is linked to the increasing size NCRR of the
cooperatively rearranging regions (CRR). The AG model postulates that the
free energy activation barrier for a CRR relaxation is linearly increasing with
NCRR, that, in turn, is the reverse of congurational entropy Sc of the system.
So, the reduction of Sc on approaching the glass transition is connected to the
slowing down of structural dynamics, according to the equation:
(T; P ) = 0 exp[
Cag
TSc(T; P )
] (1.4)
where 0 is the value of  in the limit of innite TSc, and Cag = (s

c=R). R
is the gas constant (R  8:314 J mol 1K 1). sc = kB ln 2 and  is the free
energy activation barrier for an elementary transition, i.e. at high temperatures
where cooperativity does not take place and NCRR = 1. In recent years the
Equation 1.4 has been applied to reproduce the dynamics of supercooled liquids
above the glass transition in dierent cases[43, 44, 45, 46]. It is interesting,
that, if Sc can be expressed in terms of a rst order polynomial of 1=T , the
Equation 1.4 transforms into the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse expression (see
the Equation 1.2) for (T ).
1.2 Static structure and relaxation in liquids
There is a set of functions helping to describe the relaxation process and the
static properties. First of all, let us speak about the main function describing
the static properties of a liquid - the radial distribution function. The radial
distribution function, g(r), is the probability to nd a particle at distance r if
there is a particle at zero distance [47, 48]:
g(r) =
V 2
N2
n(2)(r) (1.5)
where N is the total number of particles in the system, V is the volume of the
system, n(2)(r1; r2)dr1dr2 is proportional to the probability of nding a particle
in a volume element of radius dr2 with center in r2 if at the same time there
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is a particle in a volume element of radius dr1 with center in r1 irrespective
of where the remaining particles are [47]. For isotropic liquid g(r) linearly
depends on r. The value of 4r2g(r)dr denes the number of particles located
between the spheres with center at given particle(r = 0) having the radii of r
and (r + dr), respectively. Hence, the probability to nd a particle at distance
not smaller than r and not larger than r+ dr from the given particle is dened
equal to 4r
2g(r)dr
N . In the Figure 1.2 there is shown the typical form for the
g(r) dependence on r. At low r g(r) = 0 due to repulsion of the atoms. At a
distance roughly equal to the atomic diameter, there is a pronounced peak in
g(r), which denotes a sphere or \shell" of nearest neighbors. At higher values of
r there are oscillations representing more distant neighbors. These oscillations
decrease in amplitude with increasing r, and eventually g(r) approaches the
(unit) mean density of the system[47].
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
r
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
g(r
)
Fig. 1.2: Typical form of the radial distribution function g(r), obtained from the molec-
ular dynamics simulation of dimer. The interaction potential parameters are
(p; q) = (6; 10), the volume V = 0:968, the same temperature T = 0:5 (see
subsection 2:2 for details on the density and temperature units) .
The microscopic particle density (r) is dened as follows:
(r) =
NX
j=1
(r   rj) (1.6)
where (r) is the Dirac delta-function and rj are the positions of the particles.
The static structure factor S(q) can be dened as [48]:
S(q) = h 1
N
q qi (1.7)
where q is a Fourier component of the microscopic density:
q =
Z
(r) exp( iq  r)dr =
NX
j=1
exp( iq  rj) (1.8)
where q is the dierence between the wave vectors of incident and scattered
radiation and .
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Wave vector is dened as follows:
q =
2

(1.9)
where  is the wavelength. So, we can rewrite the Equation 1.7 as:
S(q) = h 1
N
NX
l=1
NX
j=1
exp[ iq  (rj   rl)]i (1.10)
We can express the static structure factor as the Fourier transform of the g(r):
S(q) =
Z
V
exp(i !q   !r )[g(r)  1]dr (1.11)
with  !q being the dierence between the wave-vectors of incident and scattered
radiation in neutron time-of-ight measurements. g(r) and S(q) describe the
static properties of the liquid. To account for the dynamic properties, let's
introduce the van Hove function G(r; t) [48]:
G(r; t) = h 1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
[r   rj(t) + ri(0)]i (1.12)
The expression G(r; t)dr is equal to the number of particles j in a region dr
around a point r at time t given that there was a particle i at zero time and zero
distance. The van Hove function can be dened as a sum of its self and distinct
parts. The division into self and distinct parts corresponds to the possibilities
that i and j may be the same particle or dierent ones. The self part of the van
Hove function is calculated as [48]:
Gs(r; t) = h 1
N
NX
i=1
[r   ri(t) + ri(0)]i (1.13)
while the distinct part looks like[48]:
Gd(r; t) = h 1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1;j 6=i
[r   ri(t) + ri(0)]i (1.14)
If t = 0, then:
G(r; 0) = (r) + g(r) (1.15)
where g(r) is radial distribution function,  is a numerical density (number of
particles per a volume unit). Furthermore:
Gs(r; 0)  (r) (1.16)
and:
Gd(r; 0)  g(r) (1.17)
S(q) reaches its maximal value at q = qmax. The qmax is about
2
a , where a
is the average distance between the neighboring particles (please, compare this
condition to the Equation 1.9). The structural relaxation is described by the self
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part of intermediate scattering function(ISF) Fs(qmax; t) [48],[49]. Fs(qmax; t)
is the space Fourier transform of the self part of van Hove function Gs(r; t):
Fs(q; t) =
Z
Gs(r; t)exp( iq  r)dr (1.18)
The structure (or ) relaxation time  is dened as follows [11]:
Fs(qmax; ) = e
 1 (1.19)
Please, see in the Figure 1.3 the example of Fs(qmax; t) with indication of .
The plot of Fs(qmax; t) consists of three main parts - the initial decay before the
Fig. 1.3: Fs(qmax; t) dependence on logarithm of time, obtained from the molecular
dynamics simulation of trimer, (p; q) = (6; 10), V = 0:968, T = 0:5.  is
indicated as according to the Equation 1.19.
big central plateau, the plateau itself, and the long-time decay after the plateau.
The initial decay of Fs(qmax; t) plot reects the eect of ballistic motion. Plateau
itself exhibits the caging eect of the neighboring particles. Between plateau and
the initial decay of Fs(qmax; t) there takes place the secondary or -relaxation,
[50]. After the plateau there comes the -relaxation [51], that causes the mono-
tonic decrease of Fs(qmax; t). In the Figure 1.4 we may observe the q-dependence
of the Fs(q; t) where q changes from small value q << qmax (  from the Equa-
tion 1.9 is high, hence this case corresponds to large scale relaxation and high
relaxation time) through q = qmax (value corresponding to structural relaxation
time ) to comparably high value q >> qmax( is low, hence the relaxation
scale and the relaxation time are small). The aforementioned -relaxation is
well approximated by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse expression, see the
Equation 1.2 In contrast to -relaxation, -relaxation exhibits Arrhenius-like
behavior , see the Equation 1.1. And also we have to mention that since the -
relaxation is not Arrhenius-like, it also is not-exponential. In this statement we
imply that the normalized relaxation function does not exhibit the exponential
behavior[52]:
q(t) = exp[ ( t

)K ] (1.20)
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Fig. 1.4: Fs(q; t) plots for dierent values of q - the wave vector number. Black curve
corresponds to q = 4:5, red - to q = qmax = 7:18, green - to q = 10:5.
Obtained from the molecular dynamics simulation of trimer, (p; q) = (6; 10),
V = 0:968, T = 0:5.
with 0 < K < 1, called as the Kohlrausch exponent[53],  being a constant.
The long-time decay of the Fs(q; t) is tted with the help of the law described by
the Equation 1.20 [54] (called the \stretched-exponential" law). The normalized
relaxation function q(t) may be calculated , for example, from the inelastic
neutron scattering [52]:
q(t) =
Fs(q; t)
S(q)
(1.21)
or from dielectric spectroscopy:
q(t) =
  (t)
  (0) (1.22)
The recent researches in this eld [55] showed strong interconnection between 
and  relaxations in their relaxation times and also in other various properties.
Stevenson et al. [42] claimed that secondary relaxation is universal (although
that is not supported by some experimental investigations[56]) and depends on
the congurational thermodynamics of the system. Roland in [57] argued that
-relaxation is the precursor of the glass transition at the short time scale.
To characterize the fast dynamics of the system behavior near the glass
transition we use the mean square displacement(MSD), that has the following
denition:
hr2(t)i = h
PN
j=1[rj(t)  rj(0)]2i
N
(1.23)
where the sum runs over the total number of N monomers, rj(t) is the position
of j-th monomer and the brackets denote a suitable ensemble average. As we
have already mentioned in the section 1:1, the closer liquid approaches the glass
transition, the greater time it spends to relax its structure. From the microscopic
point of view this means that the kinetic unit spends some period of time rattling
inside the cage formed by its closest neighbors. This time increases while the
system approaches the glass transition. The rattling is characterized by the
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amplitude
phu2i, a quantity similar to the Debye-Waller factor measured in
neutron or light scattering experiments at the picosecond time scales. In our
case of MD simulation the Debye-Waller factor is calculated as
phr2(t)i where
t = 1:022 is the inexion point of log(hr2(t)i) vs log t [58, 11]. Please, notice
that in our simulations t = 1 10ps [58]( see Appendix A). This is consistent
with the time scales of the experimental measurement of the DW factor, e.g.
see [59]. The ballistic regime corresponds to the free motion before the particles
begin to collide with the other particles thus trapping into the cages. In this
region the mean square displacement is well approximated by the following
power law:
hr2(t)i / t2 (1.24)
The repeated collisions with the other particles slow the displacement of the
tagged one. This process is characterized by a knee of MSD at t 
p
12

0
where 
0
is an eective collision frequency, or, in other words, the mean small-oscillation
frequency of the particle in the potential well produced by the surrounding
ones kept at their equilibrium positions [60]. Successively, the plot of hr2(t)i
(see the Figure 1.5) exhibits the quasi-plateau regime. This is visible more
clearly with temperature decrease and/or with density increase. The quasi-
plateau regime indicates the time interval corresponding to occurrence of the
caging process. At times longer, than , for the polymers with chain length
more than 3 there takes place the sub-diusion or Rouse regime (because of the
increased connectivity[61]), formulated as follows:
hr2(t)i / t0:50:6 (1.25)
and after there occurs the diusion regime, having the following formula:
hr2(t)i = 6Dt (1.26)
with D being the diusion constant. In the Figure 1.5 we see the comparison
of the hr2(t)i for dimer and pentamer having the same interaction potential,
density and temperature (see the caption). We may notice that the plot corre-
sponding to the dimer case consists of 3 regimes - ballistic, plateau and diusion,
while for pentamer there also exists the sub-diusional regime between plateau
and diusional ones.
1.3 Introduction to glass-forming polymers. Dierences and
similarities between the glass transition of simple liquids and
that of polymers
Polymer melts are bulk liquids consisting of macromolecules [62]. These macro-
molecules are made up by repetition of fundamental units, called monomers,
connected by covalent bonds [63], [64], [65], [66]. Polymer types can be dis-
cerned by means of topology and chemical composition. Chain, star, ladder or
network are only few structures that can be found in nature. The simplest, the
most fundamental and the most often studied form of polymer is a chain or a
homogeneous linear polymer. Its length N may be large. N typically ranges
between 103 and 105 in experimental studies of polymer melts [62] and simula-
tions [67], [68]. The chain has an open structure that is strongly permeated by
other chains in the melt [64]. This fact has a great impact on the properties of
the melt. The monomers pack in a dense way, thus leading to:
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Fig. 1.5: The mean square displacement dependence on temperature with indication of
t and . Debye-Waller factor determination. Obtained from the molecular
dynamics simulation. Red curve corresponds to dimer, violet - to pentamer.
Both cases have the same interaction potential (p; q) = (6; 12), the same
volume V = 1:099, the same temperature T = 0:7
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 an amorphous short range order on a local scale
 a low compressibility of the melt on a global scale
Both these features are the characteristic of the liquid state. A long polymer
in a three-dimensional melt is not a compact. It is a self-similar object with
fractal structure [64], [65], [66], so the other chains may penetrate into the
volume dened by its radius of gyration. On average, a polymer experiences
p
N
intermolecular contacts with other chains, [69]. This strong interpenetration of
the chains impacts the polymer dynamics by creating a temporary network of
entanglements [70], [64], [65], [71]. These entanglements:
 strongly slow down the chain relaxation and make the melt very viscous
compared to low molecular weight liquids already at high temperature
[71], [72]
 lead to the screening of the intrachain excluded volume interactions by the
neighboring chains [70], [64], [65], [73], [74], [68], hence a chain behaves
on large length scales approximately as a random coil [68]
So, the structure of the melt is amorphous. It is still preserved when the melt is
cooled rapidly enough to avoid crystallization. Then, it undergoes a glass transi-
tion at Tg. For slower cooling the melt becomes a semicrystalline material at the
crystallization temperature Tc [63](see the Figure 1.6). In the semicrystalline
state amorphous regions are inserted between crystalline lamellar sheets (see
the Figure 1.7 reproduced from [69]). The polymers in these sheets are folded
back on themselves so that sections of chains can align parallel to each other[63],
[75], [69], [76]. The ability to form crystals crucially depends on the polymer
microstructure. This makes the crystallization process much more complex and
not yet fully understood [77], [75], [78], [79]. Only chains with regular cong-
urations, e.g. isotactic or syndiotactic orientations of the sidegroups or chains
without sidegroups, like polyethylene, can fold into crystalline lamellae[76].
However, even in these favorable cases is still hard to achieve the full crystal-
lization [75]. Hence, the polymer melts are dicult to crystallize, so they are in
general good glassformers [82], [83], [84]. Either they can be readily supercooled,
like bisphenol-A polycarbonate (PC) [85], or, due to the irregular conguration
of the chains, a crystalline phase does not exist at all. Last group of the poly-
mer melts among others includes the homopolymers with an atactic orientation
of sidegroups(e.g. cis-trans-1,4-polybutadiene) and random copolymers, where
the randomly concatenated monomers have the same chemical composition, but
dierent microstructures [69]. Some glass-formers exhibit a very high level of
fragility and investigation of molecular origin of this phenomenon is still a sub-
ject for great scientic eort [86], [87], [83], [88], [84], [89], [54], [90], [91]. But
the glass polymeric materials are also interesting from practical point of view
- for example, in the the aforementioned in the Introduction glassy state of
medicaments or the food preservation. The glassy polymers are also famous be-
cause of their ability to harden for large strains (like polycarbonate) [92], [93],
[94]. Thin polymer lms are widely used as optical coatings, protective coat-
ings, adhesives, etc. These devices may attain nanoscopic dimensions causing
the deviations from bulk behavior [95], the glass transition temperature of thin
lms can be shifted by spatial connement [96], [97].
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Fig. 1.6: Volume-temperature diagram of a coarse-grained model for poly(vinyl alco-
hol) [80], [81]. The volume per monomer and the temperature are given in
Lennard-Jones units. The melt(grey continuous line) undergoes a glass tran-
sition and transforms into the glass(black continuous line) when the tem-
perature is equal to Tg. For the slow cooling the melt transforms into a
semicrystalline material(black dashed line) at Tc temperature. When the
semicrystalline material is slowly heated up (grey dashed line), it melts at
Tm temperature, that is higher than Tc temperature where crystallization
occurs.
In this chapter I discussed the glass transition phenomenon in general and
its particular case for the polymeric media. In the next chapter (chapter 2) I
will explore the various aspects of the molecular dynamics simulations of the
polymers and present the special MD model used in this Ph.D. Thesis.
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Fig. 1.7: The structures of melt, glass and semicrystalline polymer. In the liquid phase,
as well, as for the glass, the chains have random-coil-like congurations and
the structure of the melt is amorphous.In semicrystalline polymer the sections
of folded chains order in lamellar sheets that coexist with amorphous regions.
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2. CHAPTER 2. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
OF POLYMERS
This chapter covers dierent aspects of MD simulations of polymeric systems.
In section 2:1 there are presented the computer simulation of the polymers and
polymer glasses at dierent levels of description. The section 2:2 contains the
description of the MD model and methods used in this Thesis.
2.1 Computer simulations of polymers and polymer glasses
There are several hugely attractive aspects of the molecular dynamics simula-
tions (MD simulations or MDS):
 The complete information on the positions and velocities of all of the
particles is available at any given time. So, one may expect to collect
the information on every observable of interest with quite a high level of
precision. The same process in experiments or in an analytical calculation
takes much more eort;
 The possibility to provide a large degree of freedom for the systems under
study is also a strongly innovative feature of the MDS. Here the problem
that is to be solved comes to the investigation of the Hamiltonian(on a
classical or on a quantum mechanic level) that one is interested in[98];
Dierent types of theoretical approaches are used to better understand and to
predict the physical and chemical properties of the polymeric materials based
on the knowledge of few input parameters[99]. The interconnection of the basic
characteristics of various spatial and time scales [11], [100] should cause many
complicated analytical and theoretical problems if the research scales are not
to separated. Here are listed the four dierent levels of the polymeric system
description from the molecular dynamics point of view[101]:
1. quantum level (l < 10A, < 10 15s);
2. atomistic level (l = 10 100A, = 10 15  10 9s);
3. mesoscale level (l = 100 10000A, = 10 9  10 3s);
4. continuum level (l > 10000A, > 10 3s);
where l is a respective length scale and  is a characteristic relaxation time.
Any level of description could be important for the simulation of the polymeric
materials, depending on the task of research. Hence one has to analyze the
problem thoroughly to select the most appropriate analytic tool. Let's have a
closer look at each level.
2.1.1 Quantum level
Theoretical core of a quantum level is based on Schrodinger equation and par-
tition function. Schrodinger equation for a single particle in a potential:
i~
@
@t
 (r; t) =   ~
2m
r2 (r; t) + U(r) (r; t) (2.1)
where i~ @@t is an energy operator, r2 is a Laplace operator:
r2 = ( @
@x2
+
@
@y2
+
@
@z2
) (2.2)
  ~2mr2 is a kinetic energy operator, U(r) is a time independent potential energy
at position r of single particle, and, nally,  (r; t) is a probability amplitude for
particle to be found at position r and at time t. Canonical partition function
for canonical ensemble(thermodynamically large system in constant thermal
contact with the environment, when number of constituent particles, system
temperature and system volume are constant) is dened as follows:
Z =
X
s
exp( Es) (2.3)
where
 =
1
kBT
(2.4)
where s = 1; 2; 3; : : : are the exact microstates that system can occupy, Es is a
total energy of a system when it is in microstate s. At the quantum level, a poly-
mer system is described in terms of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom
\on the go". If we solve the Schrodinger equation, we obtain the wavefunction
of many particles, that is the crucial function for the quantum level description.
The wavefunction approaches [102] for solving the Schrodinger equation are
very computationally demanding. This is the pay for the possibility to neglect
empirical knowledge about the various eective interactions involved in the sys-
tem. For example, the conguration interaction or coupled cluster methods[102],
based on perturbation expansions of the many-particle wavefunction, belong to
the class of wavefunction approach.
Finite temperature density functional theory methods and statistical eld
theory approach for quantum level of description
Another approach, the density functional theory (DFT)[103], as well, as its im-
provement - the nite temperature DFT or FT DFT [104] is based on the proof
of Hohenberg and Kohn [105] stating that there exists an one-to-one correspon-
dence between the electron density of a system and the ground-state electronic
energy. The states of the system hence are dened by an energy functional
depending on the density of the particles. In contrast to the wavefunction the
electron density, being the square of the wavefunction, integrated over (N   1)-
electron coordinates (where N is the total number of electrons) does not depend
on N , hence it is independent of the system size. Anyway, even the most prim-
itive DFT schemes are beyond any computational means on the quantum level
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for the systems with number of atoms exceeding one thousand, even if we ne-
glect the quantum interactions of the nuclei. For the serious analysis of the
properties of polymer material this number should be increased.
The second important drawback of this approach is that the proper func-
tional form relating the electron density and the ground-state energy is not
known[102]. This drawback, however, can be circumvented if we use the statis-
tical eld theory (SFT) [106], [107], [108], [109], [110] instead of the DFT. SFT
allows to reformulate the partition-function integral in a suitable functional-
integral representation. This ability is obtained by linearizing the action with
respect to the density eld (r) through introduction of a delta-functional [111]
or Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation[111], that allows to replace the origi-
nal particle degrees of freedom with eld degrees of freedom. The resulting eld
function denes a set of scalar numbers to every position r in direct space, where
each set represents a conguration pertaining to the eld conguration space.
We also have to say, that the accuracy of SFT approximations can generally
be improved systematically, in contrast to FT-DFT. This can be obtained by
computing higher-order corrections.
2.1.2 Atomistic level
Simulations at atomistic level have become very popular in the last 50 years
[112]. At this level the electronic degrees of freedom are replaced by eective
coarse-grained interactions between the nuclei. These interactions are expressed
in terms of classical potentials[101]. The form of the potentials is postulated,
the corresponding parameters (e.g. equilibrium bond length, force constants)
are determined from quantum chemical calculations and experiments [113],[114].
The motions of the atoms are treated classically. The trajectories are propagated
either deterministically or stochastically through state space, spanned by the
respective particle degrees of freedom [115]. We also can say that the electronic
degrees of freedom in the case of atomistic level are replaced with the force
eld. A force eld is the total potential energy resulting from the interactions
of all atoms (\explicit atom model") or from the interactions of spherical sites
comprising several atoms (\united atom model"). Usually, a force eld consists
of contributions from:
 bonded interactions
 non-bonded interactions
Bonded interactions comprise potentials for the:
 bond length (nearest neighbor)
 the bond angle  (second-nearest neighbor)
 the torsional angle  (third-nearest neighbor)
Atom pairs that form the chemical bonds can be kept at a xed distance (r0)
by a rigid constraint using the SHAKE algorithm [116] or, alternatively, close
to it by a harmonic potential
Vbond(r) =
kr
2
(r   r0)2 (2.5)
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where r is the distance between the bonded atoms, r0 its equilibrium value, and
kr is the force constant. The bond angles should be at their equilibrium values,
so one of the following forms of potential can be used:
Vangle() =
k
2
(   0)2 (2.6)
Vangle() =
k
2
(cos    cos 0)2 (2.7)
Vangle() =
k
2
(1  cos(   0))2 (2.8)
where  is the bond angle, 0 its equilibrium value, and k the force constant.
Equation 2.8 is for the special case 0 = 180
. The rotations around bonds are
restricted with potentials of the shape
Vtorsion() =
k
2
(1  cos p(   0))2 (2.9)
Vtorsion() =
6X
m=0
Cmcos
m() (2.10)
where  is the torsional angle, 0 is its equilibrium value, k is the force constant,
and Cm are the coecients of a polynomial of order 6. When no rotation is
allowed around the bond, a dihedral angle can be maintained by a harmonic
potential:
Vdihedral() =
k
2
(   0)2 (2.11)
So, the bonded potential is the sum of all these contributions:
Vbonded(r; ; ) = Vbond(r) + Vangle() + Vtorsion(dihedral)() (2.12)
and it is a parametric function of the bond distances, bond angles, torsions
and dihedral angles. The force constants and the equilibrium values of these
variables are the parameters. All the other neighbor atoms or united atoms that
are further apart the backbone of the chain are interacting via non-bonded way.
The uncharged polymers they are often modeled by a Lennard-Jones potential
(rstly introduced in [117]) that is very popular in the MD simulations of non-
bonded interactions. It is formulated as follows:
VLJ(r) = [(

r
)12   2(

r
)6] (2.13)
where  is the nite distance, at which VLJ(r) is zero,  is the depth of potential
well and the minimum of VLJ(r) at r = 
.  = 2
1
6 . The plot of VLJ(r) versus
r is shown in the Figure 2.1. The 12-sh exponent is responsible for the short-
ranged, harsh repulsion (reecting the reaction of the condensed matter against
compression), while the 6-sh exponent is responsible for the long-ranged, much
weaker attraction, holding the system together [118, 119, 120]. These repulsive
and attractive interactions are illustrated in the Figure 2.2.
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Fig. 2.1: The classical Lennard-Jones potential VLJ(r). For a dense liquid the principal
minimum of VLJ(r) occurs at a position close to the principal peak of g(r)
[47], see the Figure 1.2.
Fig. 2.2: Internal interactions in a polymer chain. Red arrows dene the bonded po-
tential interaction, grey - the angle potential interaction, green - the LJ(non-
bonded) potential interaction and black - the torsion potential interaction
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Monte Carlo method
The Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms that rely on
repeated random sampling to compute their results. The Metropolis method is
one of the oldest, most popular and simple methods of this big \family" [121].
It is a Markov chain in which a random walk is constructed in such a way that
the probability of visiting a particular congurational state rN is proportional
to exp( U(rN )kBT ) with U(rN ) being a potential energy of the congurational
state rN . We should take in mind that Markov chain is a time-varying random
phenomenon for which [122]:
 the next state depends on the current state only
 the number of states is nite or countable
Each Markov chain should also have a transition matrix in disposal. The tran-
sition matrix is square and, if we take an element of this matrix, situated at i-th
string and j-th column, we obtain the probability of direct transition from i-th
state to j-th state. Sum of all the elements belonging either to the same string,
or to the same column is equal to 1. A Monte Carlo move consists of two steps:
1. performing of a trial move from state i to state j according to the corre-
sponding transition matrix of the Markov chain (i! j)[123]
2. assessment of the probability of a trial move acc(i ! j) acceptance that
is calculated as
min(1; expf Uj UikBT g)
So, the ultimate transition matrix (i! j) is constructed as follows:
(i! j) = (i! j) acc(i! j) (2.14)
and the Metropolis scheme comprises the following steps:
1. select a particle at random and calculate its energy U(rN )
2. give the particle a random displacement, r
0
= r+, and calculate its new
energy U(r
0
N )
3. accept the move from rN to r
0
N with probability
acc(rN ! r0N ) = min(1; expf 
U(r
0
N )  U(rN )
kBT
g) (2.15)
The MC methods can help to cope with the problem of too long equilibration
time, that no one is able to simulate. The time problem is typical for the
realistic MD simulation, especially for the low temperatures and long chains.
MC methodology allows to observe the huge range of ways in which MC moves
may be designed to explore conguration space [124], [125]. This may help
to quickly decorrelate the congurations of glassy polymer melts. The MC
techniques are not ecient in the case of local MC moves (small displacement
of a separate monomer [126]) because of their stochastic character, that leads to
the huge increase in relaxation time [127], [128]. So, the MC moves should be
nonlocal and alter large portions of a chain, changing the chain conformation at
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large scales. It also should not require empty space because the melt is a dense
liquid. A promising algorithm satisfying these requirements employs double-
bridging moves which alter the connectivity between two neighboring chains
while preserving the monodispersity of the chains [76]. The nonlocal MC moves
include [129], [130], [131], [67], [68]:
1. Concerted Rotation (CONROT), that brings about a local conformational
rearrangement which alters seven or eight consecutive torsion angles along
a chain backbone
2. End Bridging Monte Carlo (EBMC). Here a chain end \attacks" an in-
terior segment of another chain and separates it into two pieces. One of
the pieces is appended to the attacking chain, while the other remains as
a separate chain.
3. Double Bridging (DB) move, where two nearby segments belonging to
two dierent chains \attack" each other and separate the chains into four
pieces. The pieces are then reconnected in a dierent way, to create two
new chains. In a system where all chains are of exactly the same length,
the DB move can be designed to preserve monodispersity.
The DB move drastically changes the conformation of the two chains involved,
thus relaxing the length scales on the order of the chain dimension eciently.
An inherent hazard of the algorithm is the possibility of the reverse transition of
the same two chains. This drawback can be bypassed by the mixing of the local
structure of the melt. It is not easy to develop an algorithm allowing to reduce
the intensity of glassy slowing down of dynamics at low temperature, and, in the
same time, to preserve the chain connectivity [132], [76]. However, the possible
ways to solve this problem could be based on the parallel tempering [133], [134],
[135], Wang-Landau sampling [125], variants thereof [136] or transition path
sampling methods [137].
Explicit and united atom models. Superatoms
An explicit atom model treats one separate atom as a interaction site, while
an united atom model takes some small group of atoms together into one site
[113],[138],[139] such as CH or CH2. The trick is that the number of the
force centers reduces and the same computational resources allow to run the
simulations at the longer time. Both explicit atom models and united atom
models were widely used in the study of
1. glass-forming polymers, such as:
 polyisoprene (explicit atom model; [140], [141])
 atactic polystyrene (united atom model; [142],[143],[144], [145],[146])
 bisphenol-A polycarbonate (united atom model;[145],[146])
 cis-trans 1,4-polybutadiene (united and explicit atom models; [113],[147],
[148],[114],[149],[150],[151], [152],[153],[154])
 1,2-polybutadiene(explicit atom model; [155])
 polyvinyl(methylether)[156]
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 polyethylene(altpropylene) [157]
2. binary polymer mixtures (united atom model; [158])
3. polyethylene oxide (explicit atom models; [159] )
The most important advantage of these types of modeling is the possibility of
consequent comparison of the simulation results with experiments. But this
comparison requires, however, a very high level of attention to both structural
and dynamic properties because we still can not guarantee the accurate predic-
tion of the dynamics even if we have the same structural properties for both
simulation and experimental research[113]. The same conclusion can also be
made for non-polymeric amorphous SiO2 [98],[160]. This suggests that the
design of a chemically realistic model, aiming at a parameter-free compari-
son between simulation and experiment, should involve information about both
structural and dynamic properties. When we know the force-elds we may ap-
ply a huge range of particle-based computer simulation techniques to simulate
the statistical behavior of the particle system under various external conditions
[161],[124],[162],[112]. For instance, a molecular dynamics simulation is con-
ducted by numerically integrating in time t Hamilton's equations of motion,
dpi
dt
=  @H(r; p)
@ri
;
dri
dt
=  @H(r; p)
@pi
; (2.16)
where H(r; p) is a Hamiltonian:
H(r; p) =
NX
i=1
p2i
2mi
+(r); (2.17)
with the variables r = (r1; : : : ; rN ) and p = (p1; : : : ; pN ) denoting the sets of
atomic positions and momenta, while mi is the mass of the i-th atom [112].PN
i=1
p2i
2mi
represent kinetic and (r) - potential energy of a system consisting
of N particles. In the absence of any external eld, (r) can be written as
(r) 
NX
i
NX
j>i
effij (rij) (2.18)
where
rij = jri   rj j (2.19)
is the distance between particle i and j . The sum over atomic pairs can comprise
eective interactions between bonded and non-bonded atoms. A commonly used
two-parameter potential model for describing non-bonded interactions between
a pair of neutral atoms is the Lennard-Jones 6   12 potential (see the formula
2.13 on page 24).The formulas 2.13,2.16,2.17,2.18,2.19 represent a set of 6N -
rst-order dierential equations. These equations are integrated numerically
with the help of the initial set of particle positions and momenta as well as
periodic boundary conditions[163] in order to reduce the inuence of the nite
size eects.
The periodic boundary conditions are applied as follows: the cubic box
represented the given system is replicated throughout space to form an innite
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lattice. During the simulation, as a molecule moves in the original box, its
periodic image in each of the neighboring boxes moves in the same way. Thus,
as a molecule leaves the central box, one of its images will enter through the
opposite face.
The resulting trajectory of the solution of the set of equations must be
representative and evolve a suciently long time in state space, to fulll the
quasi-ergodic theorem, expressed by [164]
#obs = h#ensi = lim
trun!1
#trun ; (2.20)
where #obs is the macroscopic physical quantity and #ens is the correspond-
ing ensemble average, while #trun is the time-average of the #obs over sim-
ulation time trun. The simulations at atomistic level provided physical in-
sights into the equilibrium properties of many other physical systems, like
e.g. membranes [165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174], proteins
[175, 176, 177, 173, 178, 179], ABA triblock copolymers (the polymers made of
two or more chemically distinct sequences of monomer units that are covalently
linked together) [180], polyelectrolytes [181],[182],[183], [184], [185],[186], [187],
etc. Simulations at the atomistic level allow us to investigate the thermophysi-
cal and rheological properties of specic polymers, including their glassy state.
But up to now the widespread use of the simulations at the atomistic level is
severely constrained by the limits of modern computational power. For example,
in [101] the atomistic simulation (by the means of the latest MD techniques[124]
) of the liquid consisting of 106 identical argon atoms interacting pairwise via
the LJ potential (see 2.13) for up to 106 time steps would represent only 10
ns of real time because of the extremely small time scale of LJ potential[106].
This system is 2-dimensional and is supposed(with signicant simplications)
to simulate the phase-separated poly- (styrene-butadiene-styrene) SBS triblock
copolymer system [188]. In turn, the equilibration time of the polymer is about
10 3 s [106] and may increase in the vicinity of a glass transition and with
longer chain lengths. The relaxation times in entangled polymer melts grow
faster than the third power of the molecular weight [70]. So, one need at least
105 more computational power to equilibrate this simplied 2-dimensional sys-
tem with the means of state-of-the-art MD simulation. The same conclusions
about impossibility of atomistic simulation of the real relaxation processes are
made in [69],[67],[76]. Another task is to truncate the long-range interactions in
the system of interest in order to get rid of the enormous number of pairwise in-
teractions. Most of these interactions take place at extremely long distances, so
we can apply the truncation condition if we do are not interested in analysis of
the long-range interactions. Usually, this truncation is applied in the following
way(the generalized truncated LJ potential [69]):
VLJ(p; q; r) =


q p [p(

r )
q   q(r )p] + Vcut if r  rcut
0 otherwise
(2.21)
where the value of the constant Vcut is chosen to ensure VLJ(p; q; rcut) = 0 at
r = rcut = 2:5 . This shift is set to eliminate the discontinuity and reduce
relative calculus artifacts. The minimum of the potential V (p; q; r) is at r = ,
with a constant depth VLJ(p; q; r = 
) =  . Position of the minimum re-
mains constant when p and q parameters are changed. Note that upon choosing
(p; q) = (6; 12) the classical Lennard-Jones potential is recovered.
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Finite temperature density functional theory methods and statistical eld
theory approach for atomistic level of description
FT-DFT methods [103], or SFT approach [189],[190](both already mentioned
in the quantum level simulations) are used at the atomic level of description
to avoid the summation over atomic pairs. The FT-DFT and SFT methodolo-
gies allow to handle a fewer number of degrees of freedom with respect to the
particle-based approach. SFT methods also overcome the problem of long equi-
libration times typical for the particle-based approaches by reformulating the
particle systems in functional integral formulation and throwing away congura-
tions of low statistical weight. Last feature becomes possible with use of eective
calculation strategies. One more advantage of the SFT methods compared to
the particle-based simulation techniques is an absence of the particle insertion
moves, that drastically decrease eciency of the the grand canonical simulations
of open polymer systems at low temperatures [190], [191]. The temperature of
the open systems in the range of physical interest causes an increase of inter-
action strength between the monomers, so the particle insertion becomes more
problematic. Another serious problem of the atomistic particle-based simula-
tions is the sophisticated nature of any polymer. It becomes especially evident
at the higher levels of coarse-graining. So, if we take the united atom unit,
or even a larger entity - a superatom unit (order of 10 non-hydrogen atoms or
approximately one chemical unit, such as, e.g. a styrene unit in polystyrene, an
amino acid in a protein, four methylene groups in polyethylene, etc. [139], for a
graphic representation please see the Figure 2.3 [192]), and try to parameterize
the eective interactions between that single unit and other units like that, we
meet serious problems. Each such a unit consists of subchains. This subchain
can adopt very many dierent conformations. Baschnagel et.al. [138] oered a
complicated procedure, having at the rst step the fully atomistic simulations of
the united atoms and, then, computing the spatial correlation functions among
the center-of-mass positions of the subchains. These correlation functions can
in turn be used to build models for two-, three-, four- and higher inter-particle
potential functions. The inter-particle eective potential functions could subse-
quently be employed for particle-based simulations of larger systems.
Dierent tricks allowing to reduce the simulation time of MD simulations.
Method of Li and Chou. TDGL
The slowness of the traditional MD methods forced the scientists to nd an-
other simulation methodologies. For example, the modeling of the carbon nan-
otubes(CNT)( the allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure having
the remarkably high stiness at low density [194, 195]) in the atomistic scale
evidenced a very high level of time consuming (see e.g. [196]), so a new molec-
ular structural mechanics method has been developed by Li and Chou [197].
In this method, a single-walled carbon nanotube is viewed as a space frame,
where the covalent bonds are represented as connecting beams and the carbon
atoms as joint nodes. So, if one exploits the molecular structural mechanics,
he can determine the elastic constants of the equivalent beam including ten-
sile resistance, exural rigidity, and torsional stiness. This feature is based on
equivalence between local potential energies in computational chemistry and el-
emental strain energies in structural mechanics [198]. The molecular structural
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Fig. 2.3: Coarse-graining of polyisoprene. The superatoms are centered in the middle
of the bond linking two chemical repeat units (rather than at the center of
a chemical repeat unit), in order to represent more realistically the excluded
volume envelope of the molecule [193]
mechanics method was also used for the viscoelastic matrix of CNT/polymer
composite(where the small sections of CNT are used as a reinforcing phase in
order to improve the elastic properties of a polymer matrix, see [199], [200],
[201]) in [202]. The time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau method (TDGL) is an
atomistic method for simulating the structural evolution of phase-separation in
polymer blends and block copolymers [203]. It is based on the Cahn-Hilliard-
Cook (CHC) nonlinear diusion equation for a binary blend [204], [205], [206].
In the TDGL method, a free-energy function is minimized to simulate a temper-
ature quench from the miscible region of the phase diagram to the immiscible
region. Thus, the resulting time-dependent structural evolution of the polymer
blend can be investigated by solving the TDGL/CHC equation for the time
dependence of the local blend concentration. TDGL was simplied by Oono
et. al. [207], [208] in cell dynamic method (CDM) that was derived from the
discretized TDGL equation. The TDGL and CDM methods have been used to
investigate the phase-separation of:
 polymer nanocomposites [209], [210]
 polymer blends in the presence of nanoparticles [211]; particle-eld poly-
mer systems [212]
 block and diblock copolymer systems studies [213], [214], [215]
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Brownian dynamics
Finally, we have to introduce the Brownian dynamics (BD) method that is often
used in the case of polymer solutions study [216], [217], [218]. The BD simulation
introduces several new approximations allowing to perform simulations on the
larger timescale (microseconds instead of nanoseconds), if compared to MD. The
basic equation of the BD is the following one (known as Langevin equation):
X
j 6=i
FCij   pi + i(t) = mi
d2 !ri
dt2
(2.22)
with FCij being the conservative force of particle j acting on particle i,  and 
are constants depending on the system, pi is the momentum of particle i, (t)
is a Gaussian random noise term, mi is the atomic mass and
 !ri is the atomic
position. Let us try to list the main dierences between BD and MD:
 in BD the explicit description of solvent molecules used in MD is replaced
with an implicit continuum solvent description
 the internal motions of molecules are typically ignored, so on can employ
a much larger timestep than that of MD
Hence, BD is particularly useful for multicomponent systems where there is
a large gap of time scale governing the motion of dierent components, for
example, in polymersolvent mixture, where a short timestep is needed to resolve
the fast motion of the solvent molecules, whereas the evolution of the slower
modes of the system requires a larger timestep. So, the dissipative ( p) and
random ((t)) force terms represent the eect of the solvent molecules on
the system. The eect of the uctuating forces term is that the energy and
momentum are no longer conserved. The macroscopic behavior of the system
is no more hydrodynamic compared to MD. In addition, the eect of one solute
molecule on another through the ow of solvent molecules is neglected. Thus,
BD can only reproduce the diusion properties but not the hydrodynamic ow
properties.
2.1.3 Mesoscale level
The mesoscale level of description is the intermediate level between the atomistic
and continuum scale. It ignores the atomic details below a threshold of about 1
nm. The mesoscale level, however, preserves the generic features of a polymer,
such as connectivity, space-lling characteristics and architecture [138], [219].
The evolution from more detailed to more coarse-grained levels of description
of modeling of polymers is shown at Figure 2.4 [69].
Lattice models
Various generic models have been studied for glass-forming polymers so far.
These models can be divided onto 2 large subclasses:
 lattice models
 non-lattice or continuum models
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic representation of the dierent levels of the modeling of
polymers[69]. The quantum level takes account of the electrons to calcu-
late the interactions between the nuclei \on the go". At the atomistic level,
that is less computationally demanding, the electronic degrees of freedom
are replaced by a force eld. Here the bond length interaction (the nearest
neighbor), angle  interaction (second-nearest neighbor), the torsional angle
 (third-nearest neighbor) interaction and non-bonded interaction (usually it
is the LJ potential, see the Equation 2.13 on page 24) potentials are distin-
guished. The simulations at the coarse grained or mesoscale level are com-
putationally less demanding than atomistic models are. Here, a monomer is
associated with a spherical site and the realistic potentials are replaced by
simpler ones.
The bond-uctuation model [220], applied in [221], [222],[160], etc, is one of the
brightest examples of the lattice models.In this model each eective monomer
occupies the four corners of an elementary plaquette on the square lattice (in
2 dimensions) or the eight corners of an elementary cube on the simple cubic
lattice (in 3 dimensions). The algorithmic advantage of this model, as com-
pared to o-lattice models, is that the excluded volume interaction among the
monomers is simply implemented by forbidding any double occupancy of each
lattice vertex.
Continuum models. Bennemann model
The continuum models include the huge important class of bead-spring mod-
els. For example [223], a dissipative particle dynamics [224], [225], based on
the simulation of soft spheres, whose motion is governed by certain collision
rules, became a powerful instrument of simulation of after the introduction of
bead-and-spring type particles[226], [227]. In bead-and-spring model(see, e.g.,
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review at [69], [222], [160], [228]) the positions and momenta of the atoms are
centered on beads. In reality these beads should be linked by the eective pair
interactions. In the bead-spring model these interactions are replaced by the
springs. Non-bonded interactions are described with the help of simple empiri-
cal potentials, like the LJ one. For describing the bonded interactions harmonic
or anharmonic spring models are generally employed. The Bennemann o-
lattice bead-spring model was suggested by Bennemann et.al. [229] and used
at [222],[69],[160]. Bennemann specialized the versatile Kremer-Grest spring
model[230] for the study of glass-forming polymer melts. The basic feature of
the Bennemann model is that all its bonded and nonbonded monomers interact
via truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (see the Equation 2.21):
From the point of view of computational advisability it is reasonable to work
with a short range potential because the number of neighbors ni with which
a particle interacts scales with the cut-o distance as ni / r3 cut [115],[124].
But, nevertheless, the choice for rcut is motivated by the wish to work with a
potential that is as short ranged as possible whereas still including the major
part of the attractive van der Waals interaction. Even though attractive interac-
tions are not expected to appreciably aect the local structure in a dense melt,
they may have a signicant eect on thermodynamic properties [69]. They also
can be used to model varying solvent quality for dilute or semi-dilute solutions
[113],[231], [232], [233], to simulate the thin lms with a lm-air interface [234],
[235], [236], [237] and crazing in polymer glasses [126], [238],[239], [240]. The
role of of the attractive force also enhances in the presence of mesoscale het-
erogeneities in the liquid [241], [242] and signicantly inuences the dynamics
in the viscous liquid regime [243]. Dierent polymer chains are not allowed to
cross each other in their motions. In bead-spring polymer models this usually
means that there should be the limit of a typical or maximal extension of a
spring connecting the neighboring beads along the chain. The most common
way to impose this limit is to use the so-called FENE type potentials (nitely
extensible, non-linear elastic)[69]:
VFENE(r) =  0:5 KR20 ln[1  (
r
R0
)2] (2.23)
where R0 = 1:5, k =
30
2 , 0  r  R0. Remarks:
1. In the case of \nite extensibility" (r ! R0) the Equation 2.23 diverges
logarithmically and vanishes parabolically close to the origin (\elastic be-
havior") [69]
2. The values given in the Equation 2.23 for R0 and K prevent the bonds
from crossing each other in the course of the simulation [230].
3. One may typically include a bending energy term to reduce local exibility.
However, the bending energy and geometry on the mesoscopic length scale
do not derive from chemical hybridization. Hence one typically takes the
equilibrium bond angle to be 180. Dihedral energy terms are generally
not included in coarse-grained models. On mesoscopic scales the chains
are treated as freely rotating[113]
4. The FENE potential alone does not prevent monomers from overlapping,
leaving this task to the the LJ interaction [69]
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The superposition of the FENE and the LJ potentials yields a steep eective
bond potential with a minimum at rb = 0:9606 [244]. One can make the chains
more realistically semiexible, through the addition of a bond-angle potential
[245] and also of torsional potential [246], [247],[248]
MESODYN
Field-theoretic approach or, more precisely, the mean eld (MF) approximation
of the aforementioned density functional theory (MESODYN),[106, 249, 250]
form the important theoretical basis for the bead-spring models calculation. The
MF approximation replaces the many-body interaction term in the action by a
term where all bodies of the system interact with an average eective eld, thus
reducing the computational task. This allows to reduce any multi-body problem
into an eective one-body problem [101]. The MF approximation of functional
integrals typical for SFT of polymers and complex uids [106, 251, 252, 253],
originally introduced in this area by Edwards [254], Helfand and Tagami [255]
and also known as self-consistent eld theory (SCFT), has become a powerful
tool of estimating structural and thermodynamic properties of a large variety
of polymer systems. However, there are a multitude of cases when MF approxi-
mation does not work correctly, like e.g. neutral and charged polymer solutions
in dilute and semidilute concentration regimes, block copolymers near their or-
derdisorder transition, polymer blends near their phase transitions, etc. [106]. In
these cases the partition function integral that denes the eld-theoretic model
is not entirely dominated by a single MF conguration. The eld congurations
far from it can also make important contributions. So, the MF model needs
correction and this correction is based on sophisticated calculation techniques.
In [101] there are scrupulous depictions of 2 state-of-art methods of correction:
 the higher-order corrections to MF approximation, linked with the MC
algorithms and sampling of the full partition function integral in eld-
theoretic representation [256, 257, 258, 259, 260],
 renormalization based on the functional integrals calculation typical for
quantum eld theory [261, 262, 263, 264, 265]
The computer simulations of mesoscopic polymer eld theories(including MESO-
DYN, SCFT, etc.), developed in [266, 267, 268, 253, 269], have proved them-
selves to be useful in studying structural, dynamical and physical properties of
diverse polymer systems[101], like:
 polymer lms [270, 244, 271, 272, 273, 274]
 strongly segregated block copolymers of high molecular weight [275, 276,
277], oligomer melts [278]
 molten polymer brushes[279, 280, 281, 282, 283],
 highly concentrated polymer solutions[284, 285, 286, 287, 288]
A main problem of the bead-models is that in some important cases, like e.g.
neutral and charged polymer solutions in low concentrations regimes, correla-
tions between the interacting beads become very important and uctuations
beyond the mean eld level need to be taken into account, which can make the
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calculation very demanding [101]. However, the lattice models of the mesoscale
level of description are not limited by only the group of the bead-spring models.
One can also recall the Daoud and Cotton coarse-grained model for star shaped
polymers used, amongst others, in modeling of star-linear polymer mixtures
[289].
2.1.4 Continuum level
Continuum or macroscopic level of description includes everything visible with
the naked eye [139]. The techniques and methods of the continuum level deal
mainly with the solid or semicrystalline polymer materials, while this Thesis
deals with the simulation of the polymer melt. Nevertheless, for the reasons of
logical order, I will say some words about this level. The continuum level of de-
scription allows us to dene the elastic properties of the polymer systems under
investigation. One of the most important and popular properties of such sys-
tems is the ability to elastic deformation caused by the mechanical stress. This
ability is called elasticity with elastic modulus being a corresponding measure.
Elastic modulus is calculated [290] as the ratio between:
 the stress or the force causing the mechanical deformation divided by the
area to which the force is applied.
 the strain or the ratio of the change caused by the stress to the original
state of the object.
Specifying how stress and strain are to be measured, including directions, allows
for many types of elastic moduli(or elastic constants) to be dened. Methods
of the continuum level cab be either analytical, or numerical.
Numerical methods of continuum level. Finite elements method. Boundary
element method
Numerical continuum-based modeling methods are generally based on the solu-
tion of the continuum equations. The basic overall properties of the multiphase
materials (semicrystalline and lled polymers, polymer composites) can be esti-
mated by a volume average stress and strain elds of the individual constituents
[291]. In case of a composite the chemical interactions between the constituent
phases are usually not included [292]. The one-phase regions of composites are
regarded as homogeneous and interface eects are neglected. This is also nec-
essary to know the phase morphology. The necessary material constants can
be obtained from atomistic, monomeric, or generic particle-based models. The
composites can be described by suitable continuum simulation techniques, such
as nite dierences or nite elements. Usage of these methods allows to solve
the continuum equations not exactly, but accurately enough for a plethora of
solutions. The most famous example is the nite-element (FE) method of Gusev
[293],[294] that uses the discretization of the material's representative volume
element into smaller elements, for which the elastic solutions lead to the de-
sired stress and strain elds [295]. An exact numerical solution of the problem
can be obtained in the case of innitely ne discretization of the FE mesh .
Certainly, the higher the level of discretization is, the more complex the model
and the more time-consuming the FE simulations are. So, the utility of this
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approach for complex polymer materials is limited [292]. But, anyway, the FE
method is computationally faster than the use of random walkers (like, e.g. in
Metropolis method) in 2D [296] or 3D [297] lattice under corresponding peri-
odic boundary conditions. The FE machinery has been used for predicting the
elastic behavior of composites[293], of berglass [298], of ber-reinforced rubber
[299], [300] and of semicrystalline poly (trimethylene terephthalate) [301]. Also
this method has been applied to the thermal expansion coecient of talcum-
reinforced, rubber-toughened polypropylene, a threephase composite [302], to
the investigation of eect of the geometry and packing of platelet shaped llers
on the barrier properties [303] as well, as to the study of eect of voids on the
dielectric properties[294]. In 1993 Eischen and Torquato [304] proposed another
numerical continuum-based method, namely the boundary-element (BE) one.
This method is a continuum mechanics approach and it involves the solution
of boundary integral equations for the evaluation of the stress and strain elds
[305]. This method is less time-consuming that the FE approach because it
only necessitates elements along the boundaries, while the FE method involves
elements throughout the whole simulation cell[292], [306], [307], [308]. The BE
method proved its eciency in investigation of ber composites [306], carbon
nanotube composites [308], [202], [309].
Analytical methods of continuum level
The analytical continuum-based modeling tools [310, 292] were introduced in
the 1960s and 1970s for solving the multiphase problems of interest. The ana-
lytical modeling techniques rely on several model approximations, that, in turn,
aren't always well-controlled[101]. Hence these tools are less accurate and less
versatile [139] than the FE and BE methods given the suciently high level
of discretization is obtained. The analytical methods of continuum have been
employed to estimate the absolute values, or, at least, to dene the upper and
lower bounds for the elastic constants of polymer nanocomposites, representing
the ability of the nanocomposites to be deformed elastically [311], [312], [313],
[314], [315], [316], [317], [318], [319],[292]. We can investigate the evolution of
the analytical continuum-based methods on the example of the elastic constants
which contain an important information about the polymer structure. The work
of Hashin and Rosen [313] became crucial for development of two variational
methods:
1. Variational method of Hashin and Hill [312], [314] bases on the extension of
the Hashin and Rosen approach. The upper and lower bounds for the ve
elastic constants(Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus, bulk modulus, shear
modulus and Lame's constant, that demonstrate the ability of a polymer
system to be deformed elastically when a force is applied to it and, also, the
special features, if any, of such a deformation) are obtained with the help of
the energy theorems of classical elasticity. The minimum complementary
energy theorem denes the lower bound, while the minimum potential
energy theorem denes the upper bound. These bounds are the best
bounds that can be obtained without taking into account molecular details
as is shown by Hill [312].
2. Variational method of Rosen [318] is an improvement of the composite-
cylinder assemblage composite consisting of cylindrical bers surrounded
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by cylindrical matrix) model proposed of Hashin and Rosen, incorporating
randomness in size and structure of the bers. A very important advantage
of this method is the possibility of the derivation of simple closed form
expressions(the expressions that can be expressed analytically in terms
of a bounded number of certain \well-known" functions) for the eective
elastic moduli.
The exact-calculation method of Van Fo Fy and Savin [315] is another ecient
technique in group of the analytical methods of continuum level. It is based
on approach of Fil'shtinskii for the treatment of ber-composite materials [317].
The core of this approach is related to the solution of the equations of elas-
tic equilibrium using an expansion in elliptic functions, that helps to solve the
problem of hexagonal symmetry. Pipes et al. [320], [321] used an anisotropic
elasticity approach to study the behavior of a layered cylinder with layers of
discontinuous CNT following a helical path in each layer. Odegard et al. [322]
used the Mori-Tanaka method [323] ( a model where fourth-order tensor relates
average inclusion strain to average matrix strain and approximately accounts
for ber interaction eects) to predict the elastic properties of polyimide/CNT
composites at various lengths, orientations, and volume fractions. A similar
micromechanics-based approach(the so-called equivalent-continuum approach)
was used in the same work to predict the properties of CNT/polyethelene
composites. This study also examined the eects of CNT functionalization in
CNT/polyethylene composites and showed that functionalization deteriorated
the composite mechanical properties. In another study [324], multiwall carbon
nanotubes/polystyrene composite elastic properties were shown to be sensitive
to nanotube diameter by an approach based on Halpin-Tsai micromechanical
method [325]. Halpin-Tsai method is a mathematical model for the prediction
of elasticity of composite material based on the geometry and orientation of the
ller and the elastic properties of the ller and matrix. The model is based
on the Hartree-Fock (HF) method[326]. HF method is an approximate method
for the determination of the ground-state wave function and ground-state en-
ergy of a quantum many-body system. The solutions to the resulting non-linear
equations behave as if each particle is subjected to the mean eld created by
all other particles. The equations are almost universally solved by means of an
iterative, xed-point type algorithm. Lagoudas et al. predicted elastic prop-
erties of CNT/ epoxy composites using a variety of analytical micromechanics
approaches [327]. The Mori-Tanaka method was utilized to predict the elastic
properties of buckypaper-polymer composites in recent work[328] and, nally,
Chen et. al. proposed a curved-ber pull-out model for nanocomposites [329],
[330].
2.1.5 Multiscale level
Each level of description, listed above, addresses a phenomenon over a specic
window of length and time. Processing from the quantum level up to the con-
tinuum one we gradually gain in accessible length and time scales and loose the
correlation to the quantum degrees of freedom and atomistic conformation (see
the Figures 2.4 and 2.5, reproduced from [139]). The multiscale(MSM) modeling
method was introduced in order not to loose the detailed information about the
low levels of coarse-graining [331], [139], [192], [332], [101]. The macromolecules
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Fig. 2.5: Length scales, associated time scales, and computational methods in simula-
tions of polymers
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are characterized by the larger length and time scales, so the multiscale simu-
lation is more promising for polymer materials than, for example, for metallic
and ceramic systems. Due to the high level of interconnectivity of the polymer
molecules it is very hard to understand where one part of polymer ends and
another begins. So, it is not clear how to abstract from a fundamental degree of
freedom and use it in an implicit way in a coarser-grained model. Many poly-
mer properties cannot be viewed on one length scale alone, like, for example the
temperature dependence of the viscosity of some polymer melts[139]. All these
facts imply that the MSM is of huge importance for the simulation of polymers.
Scale bridging is one of the most important features of the MSM. It is necessary
for studying of the properties of polymers in a broad range of time and length
scales. It allows to proceed from more detailed level of description to more
coarse-grained ones. Hence, through the use of a hierarchy of simulation meth-
ods with rigorous links between them, it is possible to predict the macroscopic
properties of the system researched indirectly from rst principles , while these
properties were not possible to be predicted directly on a less coarse-grained
level of description. The indirect prediction of large-scale, long-time quantities
from short-ranged, slow methods by simplifying the model in a rigorous way
is the rst objective of multiscale simulation. A good coarse-graining method
should also allow to researcher the possibility to run the reverse process - the
reverse mapping (or ne-graining). It is another good feature of multiscale sim-
ulation. The coarse-grained model helps to generate samples for ne-grained
analysis faster. The reverse mapping procedure is not always simple; for ex-
ample, the reverse mapping from atomistic level to quantum level, demanding
the keeping of the atom positions and re-inserting basis functions and electrons,
is easier than a ne-graining from mesoscopic model to an atomistic one [192].
The interconnection of the dierent levels of description in the MSM is shown
at the Figure 2.6 [139],[192]. The denition of Kuhn segment referenced in the
Figure 2.6 is closely connected to the denition of ideal chain. The ideal chain
only assumes a polymer as a random walk and neglects any kind of interactions
among monomers. In this model, monomers are rigid rods of a xed length, and
their orientation is completely independent of the orientations and positions of
neighboring monomers, to the extent that two monomers can co-exist at the
same place. The chain is divided into N Kuhn segments with Kuhn length b, so
that each of the Kuhn segments can be thought of as if they are freely jointed
with each other (look at the Figure 2.7). So, the contour length of the polymer
chain is:
L = Nb (2.24)
and the length of a vector connecting the rst and the last monomers in the
chain is the following:
R2 = Nb2 (2.25)
The Kuhn segment of a polymer chain usually contains from 2 to 5 monomers.
There are two basic multiscale approaches:
 hierarchical methods, where rst the simulation at the smaller scales is
performed and then the properties extracted are used as input information
in the next level method at larger scale
 Hybrid or implicit-level-coupling methods that explore the given regions
of the material with appropriate levels of description within one simula-
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Fig. 2.6: Multiscale simulations and analysis. Dierent levels of simulation( black
arrows) are associated with dierent levels of analysis. Coarse-graining pro-
cedures (red arrows) construct a force eld for a coarser level from the results
of a ner level. Fine-graining procedures (cyan arrows) reintroduce lost de-
tails. In the case of polymers, coarse-graining is used in order to speed up
the relaxation of the chains, and successive ne-graining are used in order to
analyze the dierent properties
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Fig. 2.7: Ideal polymer chain. ri are the Kuhn segments, < r
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2 where b is a Kuhn length.
tion. Such techniques are especially relevant for simulating the behavior
of structures with multiple length scale geometries, such as thin lms,
nanocomposites, and material fracture [333].
Hybrid approach
Use of this approach implies problems connected to the fact that while one
part of simulated system is overseen as discrete set of atoms or even electrons
and nuclei, another part is conceived in agreement with more coarse grained
approach that does not take care about the internal structure of the material
(for example of such a case see [196]). To solve this problem diverse multiscale
methods using atomistic simulations for the heterogeneous atomic-scale regions
and continuum (sometimes - mesoscale) based methodology in the homogeneous
regions were presented. They include:
 particle-based adaptive resolution scheme (AdResS) [334], [335], [336],
[337], [338], [339] where the simulation box is divided into two regions:
one containing only atomistically resolved molecules, and the other con-
taining only coarse-grained molecules at mesoscopic level. The molecules
can freely move between the two regions while changing their level of res-
olution accordingly
 quasicontinuum method, where atomic degrees of freedom are selectively
removed from the problem by interpolating from a subset of representative
atoms, in a way similar to nite element interpolation [340],[341],[342],[343],
[344], [345]
 coarse-grained molecular dynamics [346], [347],[348] with coupling of con-
ventional molecular dynamics (MD) to a more coarse-grained description
of the surrounding media. The coarse-grained regions are modeled on a
mesh in a formulation that generalizes conventional FE modeling of con-
tinuum elasticity.
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 handshaking methods. The name originates from the term \handshake
region", that denes the region that is smoothly coupling heterogeneous
and homogeneous regions involved in simulation. The FE mesh from the
continuum level is graded down to the atomic lattice size in the \hand-
shake region". These methods mostly include the simulation of crack
propagation in silicon [349], [350] (these 2 works introduce an interesting
three-model simulation :tight-binding QM, MD and FE) [351], [352], [353]
The
 multiscale modeling methods of the properties of CNT/polymer compos-
ite materials (molecular structural mechanics simulation of nanotube, the
heterogeneous region, and and use of FE methods for polymer matrix, the
homogeneous region) Li and Chou [198], [197], alongside with its devel-
opment for single-walled carbon nanotube/viscoelastic polymer composite
[202], for study of eect of interphase (part of polymer matrix surround-
ing the nanotube, that has dierent properties from those of both matrix
and nanotube) of CNT-based composite on the elastic properties of the
composite [309]
 hybrid MD-continuum hydrodynamics methods which help to study the
dynamics of complex uids: hybrid continuum-molecular dynamics (Hy-
bridMD), coupling the dynamics of a nanoscopic region of liquid described
at atomistic level with a uctuating hydrodynamics description of the sur-
rounding liquid [354], [355]. In [339] HybridMD is coupled with AdResS
in order to cope with the problem of large molecule insertion in the hy-
brid particle-continuum simulations of molecular liquids. Other types of
the hybrid MD-continuum hydrodynamics method are presented in [356],
[357], [358], [359], [360], [361], [362]
However when the continuum model has a lower cuto frequency than high-
frequency phonons, it traps the high-frequency energy in the atomistic model.
This happens when the element size is signicantly greater than the lattice
constant. Numerous methods have been devised to eliminate or, at least, reduce
these spurious eects:
1. Huang et al. in [363] presented a decomposition of displacement eld into
an atomistic part and a continuum part by introducing a class of matching
conditions at the atomistic/continuum interface
2. Wagner et al. in [364] introduced and Liu et al. in [365] improved the
displacement eld decomposition method called the bridging scale method.
This technique is based on a Greens function of the atomic lattice and a
projection of the MD solution onto the coarse-scale shape functions
3. Xiao and Belytschko [366] presented a bridging domain method based on
domain decomposition. In [367] the method was extended to temperature-
dependent materials. An extension to quantum/atomistic/continuummod-
els is shown in [368],[369]. Finally, the bridging domain method was im-
proved from both qualitative and calculational points of view [370]
4. a meshfree-based method for atomistic/continuum models was developed
in [371],[372], [373]. Independent transition particles that are neither
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atoms nor nodes(because there is no mesh any more) are added in the
coupling domain to smoothly bridge the motion across the MD/continuum
interface. Another meshless techniques coupled with MD simulation were
performed in meshfree shape functions (MSFs) [374], [375]). The MSFs
are used in the overlapped atomistic and continuum subdomains to de-
termine the displacements of transition particles. New modications of
method have been recently presented in where coupling of meshless tech-
nique with MD simulation has taken place
5. To and Li [376] and Li et al. [197] proposed using perfectly matched layers
(PMLs) together with the bridging scale method in multiscale simulation.
The atomistic PML layer, located at the boundary of pure MD domain,
absorbs phonons leaving the MD domain and allowing the large-scale in-
formation (projected MD solutions) to pass through
Hierarchical approach
Hierarchical methods include:
 atomistic-mesoscale [196] ( polymer-CNT nanocomposites), [377](in com-
bination with an ecient backmapping methodology), [378], [379](including
inverse mapping, allowing for the ecient calculation of partial correlation
functions)
 atomistic-mesoscale-continuum methods explained in works of Theodorou
et. al. [380],[381], [67] (styrenic block copolymers-based materials, poly-
mer melts and diusion of gases in glassy polymers) and Fermeglia and
Pricl [382], [383] (polymer-organoclay nanocomposites, immiscible poly-
mer blends and polymer-CNTs)
The hierarchical methods of modeling have been recently developed also for the
case of non-equilibrium MD [384]. The successful use of the sequential approach
requires two dierent conditions [385]:
 reproduction of the material properties of the lower level model by the
higher level model
 transferability of the higher level model to any relevant modelling envi-
ronment met during the simulations
Such multiscale methods represent a powerful approach whose potential for the
modeling of glassy polymers is beginning to be explored (see e.g. [386]). The
methods of coarsening the description from-atomistic-to-mesoscale or mesoscale-
to-continuum are not as obvious as in the case of the coarsening from-quantum-
to-atomistic [387]. This happens because in the case of coarsening from QM
to MD one can rely on basic principles, while the coarsening at higher scales
strongly depends on system (procedure for polymers is dierent than that for
metals, while the ceramics system is quite dierent from both previous ones,
etc.) [383] . Doi and coworkers [388], [389], [387] developed a suite of hierarchi-
cal MSM tools that model polymer systems from the molecular to the continuum
scale. Although each tool performs independent calculations by using only one
method at a time, the output from one method can be used directly as input for
another, and so on, thus allowing an o-line bridging of length and time scales.
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The ability to spawn higher resolution simulations using more detailed methods
where needed (seamless zooming, according to Doi and coworkers), will require
additional theoretical and computational advances. The suite of tools of Doi
was then used to study the stressstrain behavior of an ABA triblock copoly-
mer system [180]. Information from a preliminary mesoscopic eld-theoretic
calculation was used to generate the equilibrium conguration - the thing that
is not simple with the means of atomistic MD. A similar MSM strategy was
presented in [390], [391], [392] in order to investigate the properties of poly-
mers in contact with metal surfaces. This strategy used the DFT calculation
for parameterizing the metal surface interactions at the rst step and bead-
spring model with MD using the previously determined model parameters as
input parameters at the second step[390]. A multitude of additional MSM ap-
proaches have been developed that aim at bridging the quantum atomistic
level of description [393], [394]. An usual and problematic limitation of all the
hierarchical methods is [101] the fact that parts of the system treated at dier-
ent levels of resolution have to be xed in advance, so that the free exchange
among these parts becomes impossible. The strong composition uctuations
[336] aecting the system, like in e.g. phase-separated block copolymers near
the order-disorder transition or in vicinity to their interphases, polymer solu-
tions at low to moderate monomer concentrations, polymer blends near their
phase transitions, etc., could cause especially serious problems in this respect.
Another thing is that coupling of methodologies referencing to dierent levels of
description is a very dicult task because these methodologies often originate
from dierent theoretical basis. This makes the problem of information ex-
change between dierent levels in the case of simultaneous simulation especially
dicult. For example, atomistic particle-based methodologies are frequently
connected with functional-based methodologies such as quantum DFTs, whose
dierent theoretical framework renders a consistent treatment of the coupling
region dicult. In order to overcome such problems Baeurle [101] suggests that
an unied theoretical framework should be introduced in order to develop con-
sistent MSM approaches from the quantum to the continuum scale within the
limits of this framework, on the basis of aforementioned eld theoretic formalism
(see the corrections to the MF model in the mesoscale level of description). A
further substantial advantage of FT approaches with respect to particle based
methods is their higher computational eectiveness in simulations of the poly-
meric systems. This advantage is guaranteed by implementation of eective
approximation strategies and their ability to treat uctuations in an ecient
way[101].
2.2 Numerical methods and simulation protocol used in the work
Here there are briey summarized the polymeric model and the numerical tech-
niques used for the run simulations.
2.2.1 Force eld
Level of description of our system is atomistic but very close to mesoscale,
according to [101]. We adopt a coarse-grained model to describe a linear polymer
chain where torsional potentials are neglected. Each monomer is pictured as a
soft sphere interacting via a suitable pair potential with the other non-bonded
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monomers. Bonded monomers interact with a potential which is the sum of the
FENE potential (see Equation 2.23 on page 34) and the Lennard-Jones potential
(see Equation 2.13 on page 24) Non-bonded monomers interact via a truncated
parametric Lennard-Jones potential VLJ(p; q; r) (see Equation 2.21 on page 29).
We set  = 1 and  = 1. The time unit is MD =
q
m2
 , with m being the
monomer mass. Temperature is expressed in units of =kB , where kB is the
Boltzmann constant. We then set m = kB = 1.
2.2.2 Statistical ensembles
The simulations were performed using three distinct ensembles: isothermal-
isobaric ensemble (NPT), canonical ensemble (NTV) and microcanonical en-
semble (NVE ). NPT and NTV ensembles have been used for equilibration runs
while NVE ensemble has been used for production runs.
2.2.3 Algorithm
NPT andNTV ensembles have been simulated with the extended system method
introduced by Andersen [395] and Nose [396],[397]. Within this approach, ad-
ditional degrees of freedom are added to the Hamiltonian of the system(see
Equation 2.17 on page 28), to be interpreted as the degrees of freedom associ-
ated to the thermal piston and the mechanical one. The numerical integration of
the augmented Hamiltonian has been performed through the reversible multiple
time steps algorithm (i.e. the r-RESPA algorithm) developed by Tuckerman et
al.[398] In particular, the NPT and NTV Liouville operators corresponding to
the aforementioned extended Hamiltonian have been factorized using the Trot-
ter theorem [399] separating the short range and long range contributions of
the potential V (r; p; q) , look at Equation 2.13, according to the WCA decom-
position [400],[401]. The simulations have a drift of the total energy less than
5 10 8MD and a standard deviation of the total energy less than 2 10 4 with
an integration time step 3  10 8MD. The latter was kept constant in all the
production runs to limit systematic errors. To speed-up the simulations, we ex-
ploited the neighbor lists method and, to reduce the nite-size eects, periodic
boundary conditions [115] have been used.
2.2.4 Simulation protocol
In this section we describe the followed simulation protocol. Each state point
(labeled by the multiplets T; ;M; p; q, where T is the temperature,  - the
density, M - the molecular mass, p and q - the parameters of the Lennard-Jones
potential) has been obtained through four stages:
1. Placement of the chains in a regular lattice preventing monomer-monomer
overlap.
2. NPT -ensemble simulation to get the number density of interest .
3. NTV -ensemble equilibration of the system. The equilibration time is ten
times longer than the longest relaxation time, i.e. the time needed by the
end-to-end correlation function to decay to less than 0:1 times its initial
value.
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Now, when we have the information about our MD model, methods and pro-
tocol, we can use its potential and solve dierent scientic problems. In the
next chapter (chapter number 3) I will explore the state-of-art of two scientic
problems and set the task.
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3. CHAPTER 3. MAIN THEORETICAL RESULTS USED IN
THE FOLLOWING: INTRODUCTION TO THE
DENSITY-TEMPERATURE SCALING, INTRODUCTION TO
THE CAGE CORRELATIONS
In this chapter we explore the state-of-art of two up-to-date scientic problems.
Section 3:1 covers the dierent aspects of the temperature-density scaling of re-
laxation time of glass-forming liquids. After the introduction in subsection 3:1:1
there follows the discussion of the scaling exponent approximation (subsection
3:1:2), then there is discussed the correlation of the density-temperature scal-
ing to the pressure-energy correlations (subsection 3:1:3). After this there is
analyzed the link between the scaling exponent and the potential energy land-
scape of the system under investigation with particular attention to the level of
the system's fragility (subsection 3:1:4). Finally, after investigation of dierent
aspects of density-temperature scaling, there follows the introduction to the uni-
versal scaling between the relaxation time and Debye-Waller factor (subsection
3:1:5). In the end of this subsection I set the task to explore the possibility of the
density-temperature scaling of the Debye-Waller factor. In the second section
of this chapter (section 3:2) I investigate the microscopic cage dynamics of the
supercooled polymer melt. In subsection 3:2:1 I present the theoretical introduc-
tion to the neighbor list function, cage correlation function, in subsection 3:2:2
I introduce the displacement correlation functions.
3.1 Temperature-density scaling of relaxation time and
Debye-Waller factor. Theoretical background
3.1.1 Temperature-density scaling of polymeric and non-polymeric
glassformers. IPL
The TV  scaling of the secondary relaxation time  (see the Equation 3.1) has
been shown for a huge number of the glass-forming simple liquids and polymers
by the means of dielectric spectroscopy [402], [403], [404], [405], [406] , neutron
scattering [407], light scattering [408], viscosity [409] and molecular dynamics
simulation [410]; it is also known because of its application to the diusivity
coecient in the viscous liquids [411]. The density scaling of  takes the
following form:
  F (=T ) (3.1)
Originally, this scaling came from the empiric dependencies [403],[412], [408],[402],
[413] in the shape shown below:
  G( E0
n
kBTn0
) (3.2)
with E0 being a material-dependent energy and 0 - a reference density. The
scaling also has roots in the constancy of TgV

g following from the fact that 
at Tg is constant by denition [29] and the generalization of TgV

g invariance to
all relaxation times[409]. The origin of the scaling is closely connected to the
idea of the inverse power law (IPL) model of intermolecular potential by Hoover
and al. [414],[415] supported because of its realistic and simple properties by
numerous authors [416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 89, 243]. The IPL potential
takes the form:
UIPL(r)  4
nIPL
IPL
rnIPL
 At (3.3)
where r is the intermolecular separation,  and IPL have the respective dimen-
sions of energy and length, nIPL = 3IPL is an exponent of the short-range
repulsive interactions, which dominate between closely packed molecules in vis-
cous matter, At represents some nearly constant (or linear) small positive in-
teractions background. This term is considered unimportant and often is even
not included in denitions of IPL potential. But it can become much more im-
portant and nonperturbative in viscous liquid regime, like it has been recently
shown for the Kob-Andersen binary Lennard-Jones liquid (KBLJ)[422, 423] in
[243]. Generally, the nIPL exponent in the IPL scaling should depend both on
density and temperature, as it follows from the Equation 3.4 [406], [424].
n(; T ) =  

 (

 )T
T
 (

T )
(3.4)
where  is the relaxation time. So, the TV  scaling is valid only in a relatively
narrow temperature and density range (the variation of both parameters should
be not more than 50%) [424]. This IPL approximation emphasizes the dominant
role of the short-range repulsive interactions for local properties[410]. One may
compare the IPL with the n   6 Lennard-Jones potential(compare with the
Equation 2.13 on page 24):
Un 6(r) = 4[(

r
)n   (

r
)6] (3.5)
This simplication comes from the fact that in a dense liquid the sum of the
attractive forces acting on a tagged molecule from its numerous neighbors is
actually very close to zero[425]. A systematic study of the LJ liquids in normal
and moderately supercooled state [410] showed that
  n=3 (3.6)
The IPL in [410] and [426] models was investigated for the typical distances
of the closest approach between particles probed in the highly viscous regime
linking the interval between the rst nonzero value of g(r) and the position of
the half-height of the rst peak. This approach did not take into account the
whole spectrum of the possible intermolecular distances. Hence the authors of
[410] and [426] observed mainly the repulsive interaction between the molecules.
The scaling exponent , according to their opinion, should have been more or
less equal to n3 if the \repulsive" part of the intermolecular potential is fully
approximated by the IPL model. The authors used the (n   6) LJ intermolec-
ular potential presented here a bit earlier (see the Equation 3.5). One of the
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most important drawbacks of the IPL approach is that the n exponent can de-
crease with the increase of temperature [427]. This is not consistent with the
IPL scaling that requires  to be constant. We should also remember about
the implicit spherical symmetry of the IPL potential, that seems strange for
polymers with their strong intermolecular bonds and strongly associated liquids
having the essential directional interactions, even provided the relative zero of
the correlation of powerful directional interactions with the pressure [428], [429]
and, hence, with the TV  scaling variable. [430] Weeks, Chandler and Andersen
introduced [431, 120] another approach(also supported by Widom [119], Barker
et al. [432] and Gubbins et al. [433]) to intermolecular interaction (purely re-
pulsive) potential, by truncating the LJ potential at the distance, equal to 2
1
6,
corresponding to the minimum in the potential well and shifting the entire po-
tential by , that is the LJ well depth. Thus the so-called WCA potential was
obtained:
VWCA(r)

= 4[(=r)12   (=r)6] +  if r  2 16
= 0 otherwise
(3.7)
This potential decays smoothly to zero at 2
1
6. It is interesting to mention
that the strongly heterogeneous dynamics in viscous liquids could be poorly
reproduced by WCA reference as it was shown for the popular Kob-Andersen
binary Lennard-Jones mixture [243, 434]. Authors of WCA theory link [241],
[242] the failure of WCA potential to describe the relaxation processes in the
viscous liquid regime to the enhancing eect of the attractive forces in the pres-
ence of mesoscale heterogeneities in the viscous media. In contrast to the wrong
results of the WCA reference for the viscous dynamics, the IPL reference for
this binary mixture proved to reproduce the dynamics, structure and even some
thermodynamics properties in a correct way[434, 435]. Numerous authors try
to explain these positive qualities of the IPL approach as consequence of the
ability of any van der Waals liquid to inherit to a good approximation a num-
ber of properties of IPL potentials [436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441]. For the case
of polymers  from the Equation 3.1 is also inuenced by the intramolecular
part of the potential[409]. The weakly associated polymers, such as propylene
glycol superpose as the function of TV  [428]. For polymers with terminal
hydroxyl groups the volume inuence increases with molecular weight, thus,
hypothetically reecting the impact of decreasing hydrogen bonding [442]. The
intramolecular part of the potential in polymers is often described by the means
of FENE potential (see the Equation 2.23 on page 34) Hence for the poly-
mers the scaling exponent  is not also equal to n=3 because of intramolecular
bonded structure that reduces the number of possible geometric rearrangements
and weakens the volume eects[409],[443]. In general, existence of either strong
electrostatic forces like in ionic liquids[409], or the H-bonds [409],[443], [444],
also [413]; or any other type of intramolecular bonding weakens the  de-
pendence on volume, thus reducing , usually reducing it to zero, causing the
temperature scaling of  like in case of sorbitol [402] or glycerol [405],[406],
[408], or even disrupting the TV  scaling like for the polymers with low molec-
ular weights and terminal hydroxyl groups[445] or for water . At the same time
the absence of any additional bonds and interactions and higher level of exi-
bility like for PFPE(peruorpoly(ethyleneoxideranmethylenoxide)) weakens the
constraints on dynamics and increases the volume dependence of  and, con-
sequently, increases . Fragiadakis and Roland [446] found that the number of
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dynamically correlated molecules Nc for 4 liquids over a range of pressures does
not depend on temperature and pressure and depends only on the magnitude of
. Authors proved that this should be a consequence of the TV
 scaling and
supposed that:
Nc ' g(TV ) (3.8)
Then the authors of [446] also showed that the spatial extent of the dynamic
correlations, as well, as the Kohlrausch exponent K (see the Equation 1.20
on page 14) [447], [448] , TA (the temperature, signaling the crossover to non-
Arrhenius temperature dependence of [449, 450], see the Equation 1.1 on page
10) and TB, the dynamic crossover temperature [83, 57](the temperature, be-
low which the numerous properties of a liquid, like e.g. the parameters of the
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse law[449], see the Equation 1.2 on page 10, are
uniquely dened by ), are strongly correlated with the TV
 value. Roland[57]
points out that for a xed value of  the TV
 value, as well, as the number
of dynamically correlated molecules, the -relaxation time and the shape of
relaxation dispersion are all constant and independent of temperature, volume
and pressure. He also observed the correlations between the relaxation pro-
cesses taking place at high frequencies in the glassy state and the structural
relaxation properties of the equilibrium liquid measured above glass transition
temperature. These correlations tend to be most apparent for the -relaxation
timescale and argued that this implies that  relaxation is the precursor of the
glass transition at the short time scale. In [451] Fragiadakis and Roland propose
to use the reduced values of ; ;D: 

; 
; D instead of conventional ; ;D.
These values are dened as follows:
 = v
  13 (kT=M)
1
2  (3.9)
 = v
2
3 (kTM) 
1
2  (3.10)
D = v 
1
3 (kT=M) 
1
2D (3.11)
where M is a molecular weight. Authors claim that at suciently high temper-
atures the dierence between the TV  scaling of reduced and unreduced units
can be essential, leading to the dierence between the corresponding  values.
It was discussed that only the  obtained using reduced quantities is the true
scaling parameter related to the intermolecular potential. In their very recent
paper [452] these authors compared the dynamic density scaling exponent  and
melting exponent  FR , obtained from the following Equation[414]:
Tmv
 FR
m = const (3.12)
where m denes the value calculated at the melting point. Authors found out
that for the rigid, spherical molecules containing no polar bonds(generally typ-
ical IPL systems)  =  FR, hence, 

; 
; D are all constant along the melting
isomorph. For the other liquids  >  FR. Thus the authors of [452] claim
that the dynamics of these liquids is more sensitive to the volume than the
melting point is. Fragiadakis et al. [453] investigated the density scaling of 1,4-
polyisoprenes (PI) of dierent molecular weight and found that for this polymer
 diminishes with molecular weight decrease in contrast to the other polymers,
like polystyrene [454] and polymethylmethacrylate [455], for which the volume
dependence grows with the molecular weight decrease. Dalle-Ferrier et al. in
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[456] failed to nd the correlations between fragility and nonergodicity in 2 poly-
mers - polystyrene and polyisobutylene. They supposed that it is not correct
to generalize the fragility-nonergodicity relationship from molecular liquids to
polymers and explained this fact by the extra contributions to the fragility of
polymers brought by the chain connectivity and the contributions of intramolec-
ular degrees of freedom. Fragility of the hydrogen-bonded liquids grows with
pressure increase[413], while that of van der Waals liquids diminishes with pres-
sure increase [457]. For the liquids with part characteristics of hydrogen-bonded
class and part of van der Waals class one observes the very weak or quite zero
correlation of the fragility and pressure, like, for example, in nonivamide [458].
In highly viscous liquids, including the hydrogen-bonded ones, the slowest relax-
ation is usually the non-Arrhenius structural -relaxation process[459]. But the
monohydroxy alcohols exhibit additional exponential relaxation that is slower
than  one, called the Debye-relaxation [460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465]. The TV 
scaling (although not perfect) of Debye-relaxation time revealed to be possible
for 2-ethyl-1-hexanol for suciently small pressures ( 0:53GPa)[466]. Never-
theless, this scaling becomes invalid(as  becomes Debye-relaxation time depen-
dent) for the higher pressures as shown by [467]. Pawlus et al. [468] suggested
that this happens because of pressure-and-temperature eect on the number
of hydrogen bonds in an associated liquid, that, in turn, causes the observable
Debye-relaxation time dependence of the  exponent. Coslovich and Roland
[469] established the invariance of fragility m, number of dynamically corre-
lated particles Nc and Kohlrausch exponent K with respect to change of the
repulsive exponent of Lennard-Jones potential for the KBLJ at xed  under
isobaric conditions and argued that the variations in Nc;m and K seen among
dierent materials should have their origin in other aspects of intermolecular
potentials, possibly the many-body correlations.
3.1.2 The scaling exponent approximation.Gruneisen parameter
The scaling exponent  can be approximated with the help of the Gruneisen
parameter G [470]:
G =   d ln!
d lnV
(3.13)
where ! is the phonon frequency. This equation may be rewritten, as[470]:
G = r
d!
3!dr
(3.14)
The Gruneisen parameter characterizes the anharmonicity level of the molecular
vibrations. This quantity measures the anharmonicity of lattice vibrations of a
solid body. Nevertheless, all the liquids are solid-like at short times [471], so to
the usage of the Gruneisen parameter may be logical also for the liquid state.
The Gruneisen parameter is also proportional to the !2 - the harmonic
approximation of the second derivative of the interaction potential. Using this
fact, the IPL gives us the following relation [472], [473]:
G =
1
2
 +
1
3
(3.15)
There is also an alternative method to dene the Gruneisen parameter from the
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thermodynamic properties [474]:
G =   V p
cvT
(3.16)
where cv is an isochoric heat capacity, T is the isothermal compressibility, p
is the isobaric expansion coecient. Gruneisen parameter can be calculated for
the liquid state but as close as possible to the glass transition. Roland and
Casalini [475], [476], [430] found that  can be identied with G in the sense of
the relaxation time scaling for any model where the relaxation time is a function
using the example of the Avramov entropy model [477]. There also exist the
methods where  is derived from thermodynamic properties, such as the glass
transition temperature and pressure [478], [479], [413], [480]:
Tg(P ) = Tg(0)(1 + P
 1
0 P )

+1 (3.17)
with P0 being the reference pressure.  can also be calculated on the basis of
the PVT data, using the specic volume and temperature of the glass transition
[430]:
 = (Tgv
 1
g
dvg
dTg
) 1 (3.18)
Grzybowski et al. [481, 482, 483, 484] tried to explain the discrepancies, re-
ported, amongst others, in [476],[485] between the IPL and the empirical value
of  with the help of the following formula:
A =
EOS
DA
+ G (3.19)
where G can be calculated for the liquid state but as close as possible to the
glass transition from the Equation 3.15 or 3.16, while EOS , being, according
to the authors, related to IPL, is an exponent from the empirically obtained
equation of state (see the Equation 3.20, valid for a low compressibility region)
[481, 483]:
P =
RT
vM
+ PCONF0 +B(T )[(
v0
v
)EOS   1] (3.20)
(PCONF0 ; v0) are the congurational pressure and the specic volume of a chosen
reference state; P denotes the pressure, R - the gas constant, M - the molar
mass, B(T ) - the temperature dependent parameter and P0 = P (V0)   RTV0 -
congurational pressure at V0. DA and A are 2 of 4 tting parameters from
the Equation 3.21 [476]:
 = 1 exp[(
A
TvA
)DA ] (3.21)
with A being by denition as close to , as EOS being close to E . E can be
obtained from the Equation 3.22 [482, 483]:
Emax(v) = AE(
vr
v
)E (3.22)
where Emax is the maximal activation energy barrier, AE is some material con-
stant energy having units, subscript r denotes the reference state. It was proved
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in [483] that EOS is very close to E thus leading to the closeness of the values
of  and A for systems with high level of pressure-energy correlations. Equa-
tion 3.19 was based on the assumption of the reduced density scaling of Emax
reected in the Equation 3.22. This assumption was supported experimentally
[481] and became one of the basic ideas in the modication of the temperature-
volume version [476]of the entropic Avramov model[477]. Assumption that
EOS(not the conventional ) is associated with IPL had not previously been
suggested by the most of the authors [409, 486, 436, 439, 410, 426, 441] The
discrepancies between  and  EOS were explained in recent works of Pap-
athanassiou et al. [487], [488] in the terms of elastic solid-state point defect
model, which also allowed to relate the  of the scaling of diusion coecient
with the pressure derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus
3.1.3 Pressure-energy correlations
According to the work of Coslovich and Roland [426] where the viscous LJ
binary liquids were investigated, the relevance of IPL approach should provide
the existence of correlation between the congurational parts of entropy and
pressure, i.e. between the potential energy U and virial W . The virial:
W W (r1; : : : ; rN ); (3.23)
has the dimension of energy and dened as follows[489]:
W (r1; : : : ; rN ) =  1
3
X
i
ri  5riU(r1;
...; rN ) (3.24)
The correlation of U and W follows from the exact correlation between uctu-
ations of these values for an IPL.   (see the Equation 3.25), the ratio of the
uctuations, should be equal to n3 in IPL (see the Equation 3.3), see [438] for
the more detailed explanation.
  =
ph(W )2iph(U)2i (3.25)
  was shown to be more signicant at higher densities where the IPL approxi-
mation is more accurate due to larger number of the short-distance encounters
between the molecules and the decrease of the typical distances of such encoun-
ters(factors, implying the domination of the repulsive part of LJ potential). It
is interesting that the analysis carried out in [439] showed that the U and W
uctuations are associated not only with the short-distance encounters, but with
the whole rst peak of the radial distribution function g(r)(see Figure 1.2 on
page 12). The   value was found to be close to  [438],[439]. However, in [438]
the   value for the single-component LJ liquids was equal to 6:3. There also
was shown high (not less than 0:9) level of the coecient of correlation between
the potential energy and virial
R =
hWUiph(W )2iph(U)2i (3.26)
with the brackets symbolizing the thermal averages. The liquids, exhibiting
such a high level of the pressure-energy correlation, are called the strongly cor-
relating liquids. High level of the pressure-energy correlation was shown not
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only for the Lennard-Jones liquids (including the investigation of glassy state
as well, as of the crystal one), but also for the systems, including many-body
and discontinuous potentials (SQW system [490], [491] with hard-sphere repul-
sion and a square-well attractive part, the high modulus of the correlation was
found only after the time averaging). The isochoric temperature increase caused
the growth of the modulus of R due to the same reasons that the eect of the
density increase detailed above. Hence, the repulsive part begins to dominate
in the uctuations, and the use of IPL becomes more suitable. The relative R
sensitivity to temperature in comparison to sensitivity to density raises while
the thermal isobaric expansivity grows. The hydrogen-bonded liquids, such
as water and methanol, showed bad correlations of hUi and hW i because the
Coulomb interactions natural for the hydrogen-bonded liquids exhibit an IPL
(see the Equation 3.3 on page 50) with n = 3. Hence, the sum of the two
contributions with two dierent exponents did not imply the good correlation
[436], [438]. This observation also gained the experimental [492], [409], as well,
as theoretical conrmation [424]. In the last work the authors insist that the
bonding between the molecules or atoms (that may be also caused by high pres-
sure exerted on the system [493]) in the supercooled liquid makes the nature
of the relaxation time dependence on thermodynamic parameters to be more
complicated and the TV  scaling to be not appropriate any more because the
exponent  becomes dependent of density and temperature. In [438, 439] the
single- and two-component LJ liquids were investigated. The dierence between
the LJ and IPL potentials was approximated as follows:
VLJ(p; q; r)  VIPL = Cr (3.27)
where VIPL is the IPL potential, VLJ(p; q; r) is the LJ potential ( see the Equa-
tion 2.21 on page 29), C is the constant. The n parameter was evaluated from
the following Equation[439]:
n  p+ q (3.28)
(also supported by [421]) using the p and q parameters of generalized truncated
LJ potential VLJ(p; q; r) So, the U and W uctuations of the single component
LJ liquids based on the LJ interaction potential were well approximated by the
UIPL from the Equation 3.3 having n  19:2, consistent with the fact that
  = 6:3, quite equal to (that, in turn, is equal to n3 = 6:4 in this case). Peder-
sen et al. [436] supposed that the only necessary and sucient condition of the
relevance of the TV scaling is the high level of liquid correlation. The latest re-
search in this eld [435] s howed the very accurate approximation of  by  (or in
contrary -   by ). There are eight fundamental complex, frequency-dependent
linear thermoviscoelastic response functions like, e.g., the frequency- dependent
isochoric or isobaric specic heat, the frequency dependent isobaric expansion
coecient [494]. There are only 3 independent response functions, but, if we as-
sume that the dynamics is stochastic (that is realistic for highly viscous liquids
[127]), this amount reduces to 2 [495, 496, 497]. For the strongly correlating
liquids a further simplication applies, however, namely that there is just a sin-
gle independent response function [436, 437, 127, 498]. Since there are explicit
expressions linking the dierent response functions (depending on the ensemble
considered [494]), this can be tested experimentally. Unfortunately it is dicult
to measure thermoviscoelastic functions properly; to the best of our knowledge
there are yet no reliable data for a complete set (three or more) of such re-
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sponse functions for any liquid. The problem of relevance of TV  scaling in the
glass-forming liquids is closely connected to the possibility of one-order param-
eter description of the glass-forming liquids and the glass transition according
to [494], [437], [439], [440]. The Prigogine-Defay (PD) ratio [499], [498], that
is equal to one if there is only single-order parameter description of the liquid,
and more than one, otherwise. The PD ratio is not well dened because it in-
volves extrapolations from the liquid and glass phases to a common temperature
[494], [439]. In [494] authors replaced the traditional dierence between liquid
and glass responses with a dierence between low- and high-frequency values
of the relevant frequency-dependent thermoviscoelastic response function(e.g.
the frequency- dependent isochoric or isobaric specic heat, see the whole list
in [494]) from linear response experiments and obtained the \linear dynamic"
PD ratio. This trick allowed authors to link the strong pressure-energy corre-
lations with the PD ratio closeness to unity. Research and data compilation
showed that van der Waals bonded liquids and polymers have PD ratios close
to unity [500]. In [494], [437], [439], [440] there was shown that the strongly
correlating liquids are precisely the single-order-parameter liquids. This conclu-
sion is closely connected to another one: for strongly correlating liquids there
is just a single independent response function [436, 437, 127, 498] compared to
2 for highly viscous liquids [127] or 3 for general case [440]. Both the facts that
for the liquids with strong pressure-energy correlations the PD ratio is close
to unity and that there is the single independent viscoelastic response func-
tion are listed among the experimental predictions for the strongly-correlating
liquids in recent work of Pedersen et al. [501] together with the density scal-
ing. The pressure-volume correlations should take place in the NPT ensemble
for the same liquids from the point of view of symmetry. The results shown
in [437] support this hypothesis - TV (!) and Tp(!) of 2 glass-forming liq-
uids (KBLJ and the asymmetric dumbbell LJ model liquid, where 512 pairs of
dierent by size LJ spheres are connected by a rigid bond) were found to be
close to unity. Also the pressure-energy correlations were found for the NVT
ensemble and energy-volume correlations - for the NPT one. In work of Ped-
ersen et al. [436] (in which also participated a group of researchers involved in
[494, 438, 439, 440, 437]) there was found that there are strong energypressure
correlations in all the cases when the repulsive part of the interaction is well
described by an IPL. Authors suggested, that, as the appropriateness of IPL is
also the criterion for a liquid obeying density scaling, a glass-forming liquid is
strongly correlating if and only if it obeys density scaling. There is also argued
that the directional hydrogen bonds should destroy signicant correlations, thus
leading to the conclusion that:
 all the hydrogen-bonding liquids are not well described by the single order
parameter
 they do not obey the pressure-energy correlations (conrmed for water
and methanol, as it was said before, in [436])
 they do not obey the density scaling ( conrmed for water and methanol
in [502] )
The conclusion that a glass-forming liquid is strongly correlating if and only if it
obeys density scaling is criticized by Coslovich and Roland [503] who demanded
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  to be almost unsensitive to variations of the state parameters (authors sug-
gested that this unsensitivity is somehow related to the attractive part of the in-
teraction potential). Only this condition of unsensitivity of the pressure-energy
correlation slope is sucient for TV  scaling to apply, according to [503]. It
is consistent with results of the earlier experimental and simulation researches
on local dynamic scaling exponents [406, 424]. In turn, in a very recent re-
search of Pedersen et al.[501] authors armed that van der Waals and most
of metallic liquids pertain to the class of the strongly correlating liquids, while
the hydrogen-bonded, the covalently bonded and the (strongly) ionic liquids are
not strongly correlating because of the directional nature of the bonds. Here
authors pointed out that all the strongly correlating (in sense of pressure-energy
correlations) liquids obey the density scaling with the exponent   given by the
equilibrium uctuations at one state point (see the Equation 3.25) provided  
is fairly constant over the relevant part of phase space. So, authors here did
not claim any more that \a glass-forming liquid is strongly correlating if and
only if it obeys density scaling", but implied that the strongly correlating liq-
uids are the subclass of the liquids obeyed to the density scaling, that is still
not consistent with [503], where the authors rather stated the opposite). It
is also worthy to say that the ubiquitous density scaling of the strongly cor-
relating liquids in the research of Pedersen et al. is based on the predictions
of the isomorph theory [504, 435]. The isomorphs are the curves in the phase
diagram along which structure (like the radial distribution function), dynamics
(like diusion constant,relaxation time, pressure-energy correlations and viscos-
ity) and some thermodynamic properties (like excess entropy or excess isochoric
specic heat) turn to be invariant. The isomorphic state points have the same
relaxation spectra [448, 505, 435], dynamic correlation volume [406, 424, 503]
and spatial extent of the dynamic correlations [503, 446]. Schroeder et al. [506]
demonstrated that the shape of isomorphs in the pressure-energy phase diagram
for the generalized Lennard-Jones systems depends on the Lennard-Jones expo-
nents only. Strongly correlating liquids are characterized by having isomorphs
to a good approximation, but the only liquids having 100% exact isomorphs
are IPL liquids [504]. But in [501] it is argued that, nevertheless, the strongly
correlating liquids cannot be referenced as the merely approximate IPL liquids.
However, the strong pressure-energy correlations are associated in [501] with
the \hidden" (approximate) scale invariance or the ability of the liquid to in-
herit a number of properties of the IPL while in [435] quite the same group of
researchers tries to explain also the density scaling phenomenon on the base of
the \hidden" scale invariance. In [507] the pressure-energy correlations for 2
hydrogen-bonded liquids, one single-component LJ liquid and one ionic liquid
were evaluated. These correlations evidenced growth with pressure increase,
thus leading the authors to a very interesting conclusion that all liquids show
strong pressure-energy correlations at suciently high pressures.
3.1.4 Potential energy landscape. Fragility
The Voronoi tesselation [508] allows to understand better the internal structure
of a supercooled liquid. Each particle in a system is the center of a Voronoi poly-
hedron, which is constructed by intersection of planes orthogonal to all segments
connecting the central particle to the other ones. Coslovich et. al. showed in
[509] that the particles, corresponding to the polyhedra most frequently found
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in the Voronoi tesselation of a given supercooled binary LJ mixture form slow
stable domains. These domains tend to grow quickly upon supercooling with
increase of the fragility of the system. In their next paper [510] the same authors
tried to connect the fragility with the potential energy surface (PES) of the su-
percooled binary mixture. While supercooling the liquid explores the deeper and
deeper regions of potential energy surfaces (PES) [511],[33],[512],[513],[514],[88].
PES consists of local minima and saddles separated by the average energy bar-
riers (see Figure 3.1 [515]). As the temperature is lowered to glass transition
Fig. 3.1: The potential energy V (R) of a many-body system. R is the many-
dimensional vector specifying the conguration of all of the particles. For
a given landscape energy EL, the ensemble consists of all of the Rs lying
within the shaded regions - the metabasins. Rs pertaining to the local min-
ima inside the metabasins are the inherent structures (IS) (image is taken
from [515]).
temperature Tg, the average energy barriers increase and the local minima tend
to agglomerate in groups, the so-called metabasins [516]. The metabasins are
separated with the energy barriers, that tend to increment as the supercooled
liquid is cooled downto glass transition temperature, and at the end these barri-
ers become too high, leading the system to dynamical arrest[517, 516, 88]. The
energy barriers must be overcome if system is to relax, so the structural relax-
ation of liquid at low temperatures is based on transitions between local energy
minima of the multidimensional PES (see the excellent review made by Heuer
[518]). The metabasins operate as the traps for the system in conguration
space [519],[514],[520], [521], [522], [523], and become the real bottlenecks for
the system dynamics. According to the latest research by Rehwald et al. [524],
the supercooled liquid may be divided into non-interacting regions, and each of
these regions could described by a trap model(see [518] and references therein).
The PEL was found to be responsible for the occurrence of the fragile-to-strong
crossover [525]. In [510] is stated that the energy barrier height increases with
the supercooling and velocity of this increase grows with rise of the fragility. The
sharpness of this increase should be connected to the more intensive growth of
the domains from the [509]. The level of growth of the potential energy barriers
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for the liquids with the moderate fragility (such as the KBLJ) is limited. This
is consistent with the active frustration mechanisms typical for the domains of
this liquid mentioned in [509]. In [90, 526, 527] Casalini and Roland investigated
the volume impact on the glass-former dynamics at the atmospheric pressure.
According to this works, the ratio of an isochoric fragility mV with the iso-
baric fragility, determined at atmospheric pressure (mP ) should give a direct
measure of the relative importance of volume to the glass-former dynamics at
atmospheric pressure according to the authors. The following equation, relating
mV and mP was used in [402, 528]:
mP = mV (1 + PTg) (3.29)
where P is the isobaric volume expansion coecient and  is a material con-
stant, obtained from the Equation 3.1 on page 49. The linear correlation be-
tween mP and mV based on the experimental data of 33 non-polymeric glass-
forming liquids(including the H-bonded) and polymers was determined as fol-
lows [90, 527] (compare with the Equation 3.29):
mp = m0 + amv (3.30)
with m0 = 37  3 and a = 0:84  0:05. The following correlation of  and mv
was also deduced:
 = 0 + bm
 1
v (3.31)
with 0 =  1:042 and b = 217 and assuming condence limits equaled 0:95
and using correlation coecients equaled 0:92 for H-bonded materials excluded
and 0:88 for H-bonded materials included. Although, Grzybowski et al. [502]
showed that the universality described by the Equation 3.31 is not correct for
high pressures. In [90] the authors also pointed out that the strong liquids, ac-
cording to the experimental data, are more essentially correlated to the density
change, than the fragile ones, that have more pronounced thermal nature of
activation of their relaxation processes. This empiric correlation should come
from the fact that the higher  or a higher role of the repulsive part of potential
activates the stronger, less fragile dynamics because the steeper potential wells
that are typical for the system with higher repulsive exponent makes the struc-
ture more resistant to the changes in temperature. The density eect becomes
more important for the strong liquid[525]. For the fragile liquid the PES does
not have so steep wells, as in the case of the strong liquid, the system may
relax or overcome the energy barriers with more pronounced temperature inu-
ence on this process. Hence, the PES of fragile liquids have more anharmonic
nature in comparison to those of strong liquids. The idea that the fragility of
liquids increases with the anharmonicity of the potential (for the VLJ(p; q; r)
potential anharmonicity increases with decrease of the repulsive exponent q)
was also supported in [529] and [54]. In summary we may say that the mVmP
ratio is inversely proportional to  and reects the relative temperature impact
compared to density inuence in control of dynamics. The conclusion about the
fragility increase with the growing of anharmonicity level is in good connection
to the results of Bordat et al. [54], obtained from MD simulations of KBLJ and
the inelastic X-ray scattering measurements provided by Scopigno et al. [529].
Let us say some words about it. The second decay of intermediate scattering
function (please, see Figure 1.3 on page 14) may be approximated as following
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[54], [529]:
Fs(Q;T ) /= fs(Q;T ) exp[ (t=alpha) ] (3.32)
with Q being the appropriate static structure factor value (see the Equation 1.7
on page 12) and fs(q; t) is the nonergodicity parameter or the plateau height.
The decrease of the p or/and q parameter, in the VLJ(p; q; r) potential, i.e.
the \softening" of the potential causes the increase of kinetic fragility m and
nonexponentiality (1 K) (see the Equation 1.20 on page 14) in the liquid state.
From the Figure 3.2 it is clearly seen that the \softening" of the potential leads
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Fig. 3.2: The comparison of 3 VLJ(p; q; r) potentials ( = 1 with dierent parameters:
(p = 6; q = 11)( green curve);(p = 6; q = 12)(black curve);(p = 11; q =
12)(red curve)
to its anharmonization and decrease of the curvature radius. The intermolecular
coupling of the sample also increases with the increase of anharmonicity. This
happens because of the decrease of the repulsive forces, being reected in the
smaller argument of the rst maximum of the g(r) function (see the Figure 1.2 on
page 12) and the higher value of the width of this peak at half the maximum. It is
also interesting that the inverse value of nonergodicity parameter f(Q! 0; T ) 1
(where f(Q;T ) is determined from F (Q;T )) at the very low temperatures in
the glassy state is in Tg-scaled linear dependence from the temperature:
f(q ! 0; T ) 1 = 1 +  T
Tg
(3.33)
and it has been shown that  depends quite linearly on m.  is determined
by the vibrational dynamics at the very low temperatures at the glassy state
and, hence, by the curvature of the energy minima. So, there was established a
connection between the PES properties, such as the distribution of the saddles
and minima of PES, minimum-to minimum barrier heights, set by the fragility
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and the curvature properties of these minima. In contrast, the simulation run
by De Michele et al. [89] found no eect of the strength of the intermolecular
repulsive potential i.e.,  on the fragility. However, these simulations were run
for temperatures higher than the mode coupling critical temperature, and thus
not directly relevant to the dynamics near Tg of interest herein.
3.1.5 Universal scaling between the fast microscopic and the slow
macroscopic dynamics
In [11] a universal correlation between the fast dynamic acting inside the cage
and the slow processes involving the cage reorganization was shown. Authors
ran the MD simulations of the polymer melt by the means of the bead-spring
FENE model (see the section 2:2 for details). The authors found the universal
rule: if two states labeled by multiplets of parameters T , ,M (molecular weight
of polymer), p, q (both being the parameters of the VLJ(p; q; r)) have equal re-
laxation time , then the corresponding plots of the time evolution of the mean
square displacement hr2(t)i (see the Equation 1.23 on page 15) and the time
evolution of the intermediate scattering function Fs(qmax; t) (see the Equation
1.18 on page 14) coincide beginning from times fairly longer than  down to the
crossover to the ballistic regime(t  0:17) and even to shorter times (but only in
the case of equal temperature). Please, see the Figure 3.3 [11] illustrating this
idea. Figure 3.4 [11] shows the dependence of  on the hu2i for 121 dierent
states. Every single state was dened by the unique multiplet, described before.
As we see, all the 121 states of interest perfectly collapse on the Master Curve.
Its equation is the following[11]:
log() = + hu2i 1 + hu2i 2 (3.34)
where  =  0:424(1),  = 271:(1), and  = 0:00341(3). The Master Curve
universality was also conrmed by the experiments (see the references and in-
formation in [11, 530, 531]). In the Figure 3.5[531], where the reduced structural
relaxation time and viscosity is plotted versus the normalized DW factor, the
data of the numerous supercooled simple liquids, polymers, metallic glasses over
about eighteen decades of relaxation times and a very wide range of fragilities
forms the Experimental Master Curve. The master curve of the Figure 3.5
(black line) is expressed analytically by:
logX = + ehu2gihu2i 1 + ehu2gi2hu2i 2 (3.35)
with X equal to the reduced quantities 0 or

0
. The best-t values ( -the
same, as of the Equation 3.34, e = 1:62(6),e = 12:3(1) were drawn by MD
simulations on model polymeric systems [11] and mixtures, being conrmed by
comparison with prototypical glassformers like SiO2 and o-terphenyl, and icosa-
hedral glassformer [530]. So, the density-temperature scaling does not work for
some systems (like strong liquids), while the scaling between structural relax-
ation and DW factor revealed to be universal for our MD polymer model (see
the section 2:2), as well, as for the experiments. Hence it could be interest-
ing to study the density-temperature scaling in system obeying the structural
relaxation - DW factor scaling.
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Fig. 3.3: MD simulations of a polymer melt by the bead-spring FENE model. The
structural relaxation time is marked with dots on each curve. Top: time-
dependence of the monomer hr2(t)i in selected cases. The curves are multi-
plied by constant factors in order to improve the readability. Bottom: cor-
responding Fs(qmax; t). The gure illustrates the systematic occurrence in
the simulations: if states have equal , the hr2(t)i and Fs(qmax; t) curves
coincide from times a little bit longer than  down to the crossover to the
ballistic regime (t  0:17) and even at shorter times if the states have equal
temperatures.
3.2 Cage and spatial correlations
3.2.1 Introduction to cage correlations. Denition of the neighbor list and
cage correlation functions
We expect that environment of a given particle in a liquid at low temperature
could change in essential way when this particle escapes the cage connement
and performs a diusive motion. If we only could have information about posi-
tion of any given particle of a system at any moment, then the diusion jump
would correspond to considerable change of the list of neighbors of this particle.
Use of the list of particles forming the various coordination shell is the best
way to describe the environment of the given particle. This is exactly what is
done in the molecular dynamics simulations where the neighbor lists are widely
used in order to reduce the calculation time of the interatomic interactions. The
neighbor list li for a particle i in a system of N particles is dened as the set of
particles found in a sphere of radius rlist with center at the location of particle
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Fig. 3.5: Reduced relaxation time and viscosity vs reduced DW factor (hu2g = u2(Tg)i)
The numbers in parenthesis denote the fragility m. The black curve is the
Equation 3.35. The colored curves bound the accuracy of the Equation 3.35
[11, 530]. Please, check the [531] for the further information about the ex-
periments.
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i. This list can be described by the length vector N dened by:
li =
0B@ f(ri1)...
f(riN )
1CA (3.36)
where the function f(rij) is dened as:
f(rij(t)) = (rlist   rij(t)) =

1 if rij(t)  rlist
0 otherwise
(3.37)
Let's dene the neighbor list correlation function as Cl(t)[532]:
Cl(t) =
*
1
N
NX
i=0
li(t)  li(0)
jli(0)j2
+
(3.38)
where jli(0)j2 is the number of particles in neighbor list of particle i at zero
time, while li(t)  li(0) is the number of particles that are the neighbors of
the i-th particle at time t as well, as at zero time. Hence, the correlation
function Cl describes the average fraction of the particles present at the neighbor
list at zero time and still present at time t. We expect the decrease of the
correlation function to be extremely slow because the particle's environment
should completely change for correlation to become equal to zero. There also
can be provided another denition of the correlation function that describes the
evolution of a particle's environment. If the neighbor list of a particle at time t
is identical to the list at zero time, the correlation function for this particle is
equal to 1. If on the contrary any of the original neighbors is lost at time t, the
correlation function is equal to 0. The particle's neighbors may change because
of the vibrational motions but at longer times the cage is reconstructed from the
original members. So, only the events, resulting in irreversible changes of the
neighbors cause the cage correlation loss at longer times. From the mathematical
point of view, the number of the particles that left the original neighbor list of
the i-th particle at time t looks as follows:
nouti (0; t) = jli(0)j2   li(t)  li(0) (3.39)
while number of particles that entered the neighbor list at the same moment is:
nini (0; t) = jli(t)j2   li(t)  li(0) (3.40)
We can obtain nini (0; t) from Equation 3.39 going along the time axis in reverse
direction: number of particles leaving the list in an simulation that is run in
reverse time direction is equal to the number of particles entering the list if the
time direction is usual. Let us indicate the number of particles that are to leave
or enter the neighbor list for the absolute correlation loss as c. Then we dene
2 cage correlation functions according to Berne et al. [532], [533]:
Cin outcage (t) =
*
1
N
NX
i=0
(c  nouti (0; t))(c  nini (0; t))
+
(3.41)
Coutcage(t) =
*
1
N
NX
i=0
(c  nouti (0; t))
+
(3.42)
The second form in particular prevents to consider too many vibrational motions
of the cage particles as the factor that really changes the cage.
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Fig. 3.6: Description of the idea based on the cage correlation function. The cage
surrounding the black particle is limited by the dashed line. The tagged(grey)
particle was inside the cage at zero time (left) but it left the cage at time t
(right). The value of the cage correlation function is 0 notwithstanding that
5 from the 6 original particles are still inside the cage.
3.2.2 Theoretical background to the spatial correlations of displacement.
Denition of the displacement correlation functions
Adam and Gibbs [37] suggested that in a supercooled liquid the motion of the
particles develops in cooperative way. They also pondered that the enormous
slowing of the dynamics in a supercooled liquid and the correspondent viscosity
increase should be explained by the growing of dimensions of the cooperatively
rearranging regions of particles (CRR). Recently it has been proposed to apply
the calculation of opportune functions of space-time correlations to the study
of cooperative motions. These functions include the correlation function of dis-
placement direction (CFDD) and the correlation function of the displacement
uctuations (CFDF) (or, more generally, of the displacement modulus). There
exist dierent denitions of these functions in literature[12, 13, 534]. The fol-
lowing denitions are equivalent to the denitions from the literature. Here the
CFDD is dened as:
C~u(r; t) =
1
N
NX
i=1
*
1
ni(r)
ni(r)X
j 6=i
(u^i(t)u^j(t)(jrij j   r))
+
(3.43)
where u^i(t) represents the unit vector of the particle displacement over the t
time interval, ni(r) is the number of particles at distance r from i particle and
(jrij j   r) denes a function that equals 1 if jrij j = r and 0 otherwise with
jrij j being the distance between i and j particles. This denition corresponds
to the consideration of the mean value of the scalar product of the unit vector
of the particle displacement together with another displacement vector being at
distance r from the previous one, with both the displacements calculated over
the t time interval starting at the same instance or , equally, the mean value
of the cosine of the angle between the directions of the 2 displacement vectors.
If all the particle displacements are parallel we obtain the correlation equal to
1 (and, on the contrary, obtain  1 if the displacements are antiparallel). If the
displacements are oriented in random manner, we obtain 0.The CFDF is dened
as follows:
Cu(r; t) =
1
N
NX
i=1
*
1
ni(r)
ni(r)X
j 6=i
(ui(t)uj(t)(jrij j   r))q
hu2i ihu2j i
+
(3.44)
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where ui(t) = jui(t)j hjui(t)ji represents the displacement uctuation, with
hjui(t)ji being the mean value of the i particle displacement over the t inter-
val, and with hu2i i being the mean square value of the uctuations. Cu = 1
corresponds to positive (excess of motion) and negative (lack of motion) per-
fectly correlated uctuations, while for the perfectly uncorrelated uctuations
one obtains Cu = 0.
Now, after the theoretical background is presented, I will go on with the
original research. The next chapter (chapter number 4) contains the original
study of the density-temperature scaling of Debye-Waller factor (the theoretical
background for this chapter is presented in the section 3:1). The chapter number
5 covers the original investigation of the cage correlation (it is analogously based
on the section 3:2).
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4. CHAPTER 4. TEMPERATURE-DENSITY SCALING OF
RELAXATION TIME AND DEBYE-WALLER FACTOR.
ORIGINAL WORK AND RESULTS
This chapter contains the original work and results of the temperature-density
scaling of Debye-Waller factor and relaxation time. The numerous plots and
tables illustrating the scaling itself and correlation of its parameters (i.e. the
scaling exponent) with the parameters of the systems under investigation (i.e.
the molecular mass or the parameters of the interaction potential) are presented
together with analysis.
In the section 3:1 we hypothesized that, as hu2i is universally scaled by ,
and  obeys to TV
 scaling, hu2i should also obey the TV  scaling. So, we
suggested that the DW factor should have the following correlation to the TV  .
hu2i = a0 + a1TV  (4.1)
where a0 and a1 are the constants. If the Equation 4.1 is correct, we can x the
volume and obtain the following equation:
hu2i = A0 +A1T (4.2)
where
A0 = a0 (4.3)
and
A1 = V
 (4.4)
There is clearly seen that A0 and A1 are the constants. Moreover, A0 should
be constant even for the dierent volume values of the same polymer. On the
upper left and the upper central parts of the Figure 4.1 there is shown the hu2i
versus T for 2 dierent polymers, occupying 3 dierent volumes each. It looks
obvious, that in both cases A0 does not depend on volume, exactly as it was
expected before. The corresponding parameters of linear t and coecients of
t statistics for the upper left and the upper central plots are given in the Tables
4.1 and 4.2, respectively. If then, after we dened the value of a0, we x the
temperature, we should obtain the following formulas:
log(hu2i   a0) = B0 +B1 log V (4.5)
where
B0 = log a1 + log T (4.6)
and
B1 =  (4.7)
So, if we plot the log(hu2i a0) versus log V with molecular weight, LJ parame-
ters and temperature xed, we should obtain the straight line. If we then change
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Fig. 4.1: Upper left: the temperature scaling of hu2i for trimer, LJ(6; 7) + FENE.
Light red: V = 0:905, dark red: V = 0:865, black: V = 0:808. Upper
center: the temperature scaling of hu2i for trimer, LJ(6; 12)+FENE. Light
blue: V = 1:03, dark blue: V = 0:968, black: V = 0:917. The corresponding
parameters of the linear t and coecients of t statistics for upper left and
upper central plots are given in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Upper
right: the plot of the lg(hu2i a0) versus A0+A1 lg V for: trimer, LJ(6; 7)+
FENE. Light red: T = 0:7, dark red: T = 0:55; and trimer, LJ(6; 12) +
FENE. Light blue: T = 0:7, dark blue: T = 0:55. The corresponding
parameters of the linear t and the coecients of the t statistics for upper
right plot are given in the Table 4.3. Bottom: the hu2i dependence on
TV  for the dierent systems and their linear ts. From the left to the
right: trimer, LJ(6; 7) + FENE (red); decamer, LJ(6; 8) + FENE (light
blue, horizontal shift is 0:1); trimer, LJ(6; 8) + FENE (grey, hor. shift is
0:2); decamer, LJ(6; 10) + FENE (dark green, hor. shift is 0:3); trimer,
LJ(6; 10) + FENE (light green, hor. shift is 0:4); decamer, LJ(6; 12) +
FENE (magenta, hor. shift is 0:5); decamer, LJ(6; 12)+RB (cyan, hor.shift
is 0:6); trimer, LJ(6; 12)+FENE (blue, hor. shift is 0:7); trimer, LJ(6; 12)+
RB(orange, hor.shift is 0:8); trimer, LJ(6; 18) + FENE (violet, hor.shift is
0:9); trimer, LJ(6; 24)+FENE (yellow, hor.shift is 1:0). The corresponding
 values, parameters of the linear t and the coecients of correlation with
t are given in the Table 4.4. Inset shows the outline of the curves without
shift.
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V A0 A1 P 
2 RMS % err.
0:808  0:04341 0:14036 0:99969 2  10 6 0:00605
0:865  0:03972 0:17949 0:99949 5  10 6 0:00854
0:905  0:03827 0:21341 0:9988 1:2  10 5 0:01521
Tab. 4.1: Parameters of the upper left plot from the Figure 4.1. V is the relative
volume, A0 and A1 are the parameters of the linear t hu2i = A0+A1T , P
is the Pearson's product-moment coecient of data correlation with the t,
2 is the 2 statistic of the t, RMS % err. is the root mean square error
of the t (for the further information for all the four statistics, see Appendix
B)
V A0 A1 P 
2 RMS % err.
0:917  0:03319 0:1088 0:99939 7  10 6 0:00942
0:968  0:02947 0:14384 0:99945 1:0  10 5 0:01316
1:03  0:03054 0:20861 0:99964 3  10 6 0:00848
Tab. 4.2: Parameters of the upper central plot from the Figure 4.1. A0 andA1 are the
parameters of the linear t hu2i = A0+A1T , while all the other parameters
are the same as in the Table 4.1.
the temperature, continuing to x the other parameters, we should obtain the
parallel straight line. The slopes of these lines should be equal to . The upper
right plot of the Figure 4.1 perfectly demonstrates that this suggestion is true.
The corresponding parameters of the linear t and the coecients of t statis-
tics for the upper right plot are given in the Table 4.3(please, compare the B1
values with the  value for the corresponding polymers from the Figure 4.1).
So, after we had obtained , we constructed the plot of hu2i versus TV  . This
M p q T B0 B1 P 
2 RMS % err.
3 6 7 0:55  0:75625 3:88772 0:99963 9:2  10 5 0:00232
3 6 7 0:7  0:65587 3:83628 0:9998 3:4  10 5 0:00162
3 6 12 0:55  1:01521 5:84061 0:99969 1:40  10 4 0:00283
3 6 12 0:7  0:91032 5:89044 0:99966 10:7  10 5 0:00269
Tab. 4.3: Parameters of the upper right plot from the Figure 4.1. M is the molecular
mass, p and q are the parameters of LJ potential, T is the temperature. B0
and B1 are the parameters of the linear t hlog(u2   a0)i = B0 + B1 lg V ,
while all the other parameters are the same as in the Table 4.1.
plot is at the bottom of the Figure 4.1. All the 11 curves in this gure are the
straight lines. Thus our hypothesis turned to be true. It is interesting that all of
them cross at the same point. The corresponding  values, parameters of linear
t and coecients of t statistics are given in the Table 4.4. The validity of
the density-temperature scaling of the DW factor is supported by the fact, that
 is also eciently scaled by TV
 . This is clearly seen in the Figure 4.2. In
this gure there are plotted the same polymeric systems, as in the Figure 4.1.
We can see, that for each polymer in the Figure 4.2 all the data perfectly col-
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M p q Type  a0 a1 P 
2 RMS
3 6 7 FENE 3:9 0:1  0:03973 0:31669 0:99953 21  10 6 0:00816
10 6 8 FENE 4:7 0:1  0:036 0:28271 0:99987 3  10 6 0:00498
3 6 8 FENE 4:3 0:1  0:03698 0:27911 0:99964 12  10 6 0:00713
10 6 10 FENE 5:9 0:1  0:03162 0:22946 0:99948 9  10 6 0:0071
3 6 10 FENE 5:2 0:1  0:04021 0:24405 0:99907 9  10 6 0:0111
10 6 12 FENE 6:7 0:1  0:02181 0:17072 0:99969 9  10 6 0:01059
10 6 12 RB 6:65 0:05  0:02884 0:1623 0:99834 13  10 6 0:01232
3 6 12 FENE 5:8 0:1  0:02896 0:17195 0:99972 14  10 6 0:01121
3 6 12 RB 5:85 0:05  0:0333 0:16939 0:99787 36  10 6 0:02108
3 6 18 FENE 7:6 0:1  0:02918 0:11016 0:99393 20  10 6 0:02311
3 6 24 FENE 8:4 0:1  0:02308 0:07406 0:9966 51  10 6 0:02835
Tab. 4.4: Parameters of the plots shown in the Figure 4.1. M is the molecular mass,
Type signies the type of intramolecular potential - FENE or rigid bonds
(RB), a0 and a1 are the parameters of the linear t hu2i = a0 + a1TV  ,
while all the other parameters are the same as in the Table 4.3.
lapse on the corresponding curve, set by the Equation 4.8 (that is an elementary
consequence of the Equations 3.35 and 4.1):
log(

0
) = + e hu2gi
a0 + a1TV 
+ e hu2gi2
(a0 + a1TV )2
(4.8)
where all the parameters are taken from the Equations 3.35 and 4.1. The Figure
4.3 shows the  dependence on (p+q3 ). It is clearly seen from this plot and the
Table 4.5, that in our case (average value of ) is more close to (p+q3 )(that
is a perfect t for the nonpolymeric single-component LJ liquids[439]) than to
q
3 . The RB polymer liquids have quite the same values as the corresponding
polymer liquids from the MD simulations. It is also interesting to mention that,
as it seems from the the Table 4.6, the  value of the binary AMLJ liquid from
the work of Coslovich and Roland [426] is also well approximated by the (p+q3 )
value (in this work  is compared to q3 ). The MD trimers are tted with mix
of the power and linear laws(here and hereafter in the text: if there is written
about the t of some values having the error bars, it means that the t takes
into account the average values):
 = a0 + a1(
p+ q
3
) + a2(
p+ q
3
)a3 (4.9)
(black dotted line, see the parameters in the Table 4.7), MD decamers - with
the power law:
 = a0 + a1(
p+ q
3
)a2 (4.10)
(black dashed-dotted line, see the parameters in the Table 4.8), and, nally, the
binary liquids from [426] are tted with the linear law
 = a0 + a1
p+ q
3
(4.11)
(green dotted line, see the parameters in the Table 4.9). It is also interesting
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Fig. 4.2: The reduced relaxation time dependence on TV  . Squares represent the
decamers, triangles - the trimers. Filled symbols correspond to FENE+LJ
systems, empty - to RB + LJ . Red color symbolizes the (6; 7) set of (p; q)
parameters of VLJ(p; q; r) potential; orange - the (6; 8); green - the (6; 10),
blue - the (6; 12), magenta - the (6; 18), and, nally, cyan - the (6; 24).
Type M p q q=3

(p+q)=3
FENE 3 6 7 1:67143 0:9
FENE 3 6 8 1:6125 0:92143
FENE 3 6 10 1:56 0:975
FENE 3 6 12 1:45 0:96667
FENE 3 6 18 1:26667 0:95
FENE 3 6 24 1:05 0:84
FENE 10 6 8 1:7625 1:00714
FENE 10 6 10 1:77 1:10625
FENE 10 6 12 1:675 1:11667
RB 3 6 12 1:4625 0:975
RB 10 6 12 1:6625 1:10833
Tab. 4.5: Comparison of the values of 
q=3
and 
p+q=3
, where  is the average scaling
exponent value, concerning our polymer model. All the other parameters
are the same as in the Tables 4.1-4.4
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Fig. 4.3: The  dependence on the parameters of VLJ(p; q; r) potential.  versus
( p+q
3
)(lower abscissa axis) and q
3
(higher abscissa axis). Black triangles repre-
sent the trimers, black circles - the decamers from the MD simulations. Green
square represent the binary LJ mixtures: AMLJ from [426], Wahnstrom LJ
liquid (the classical LJ set (6; 12) only, [535]) and, nally, BMLJ (still the
(6; 12) set only); magenta diamond corresponds to the LJ soft-sphere binary
alloys from [418, 536]. Red triangle(almost coincides with black one) and the
red circle correspond to the RB + LJ polymer liquids(trimer and decamer
respectedly). Blue continuous line corresponds to  = p+q
3
(according to the
Equation 3.28), blue dashed line - to the  = q
3
(according to the study of bi-
nary mixtures in [410, 426], see the Equation 3.6). The MD trimers are tted
with the mix of power and linear laws (black dotted line, see the parameters
in the Table 4.7), MD decamers - with the power law (black dashed-dotted
line, see the parameters in the Table 4.7), and, nally, the binary liquids
[426] are tted with the linear law(green dotted line, see the parameters in
the Table 4.7).
p q q=3

(p+q)=3
6 8 1:3125 0:75
6 12 1:25 0:83333
6 24 1:1375 0:91
6 36 1:11667 0:95714
Tab. 4.6: Comparison of the values of 
q=3
and 
p+q=3
, where  is the average scaling
exponent value, concerning the binary mixtures[426]. All the parameters are
the same as in the Tables 4.1-4.4
a0 a1 a2 a3
 9:54606  11:4441 17:1205 0:88846
Tab. 4.7: The parameters of the t of trimers from our polymeric model (see the
Equation 4.9) from the Figure 4.3. All the parameters are the same as in
the Tables 4.1-4.4
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a0 a1 a2
 70:0255 63:5766 0:10527
Tab. 4.8: The parameters of the t (see the Equation 4.10) of decamers (our polymeric
model) from the Figure 4.3. All the parameters are the same as in the Tables
4.1-4.4
a0 a1
 1:39336 1:055
Tab. 4.9: The parameters of the t (see the Equation 4.11) of LJ binary mixtures from
[426] from the Figure 4.3 All the parameters are the same as in the Tables
4.1-4.4
to mention that the ratio between  value of decamer and corresponding trimer
quite does not depend on the parameters of LJ potential, irrespective of the
type of intramolecular potential (FENE or RB) (see the Figure 4.4). From the
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Fig. 4.4: The  dependence on molecular mass and the parameters of the. (decamer)
(trimer)
versus ( p+q
3
). Black diamonds represent the ratios (decamer)
(trimer)
of the FENE
polymers. Grey diamond corresponds to the RB polymer. The grey dashed
line represents the linear t (decamer)
(trimer)
= a0+a1
p+q
3
of all the RB and FENE
polymers. Its parameters are the following: a0 = 0:923; a1 = 0:3764.
(a) denition of fragility (equation 1.3 on page 10), (b) the Equation 4.1 on
page 69(that connects hu2i with TV ), (c) the formula 3.34 and (d) taking into
account that for the model polymer system [11]
hu2gi = 0:016641 (4.12)
it follows, that:
mv =
a1TgV

g (
e + 2 e)
hu2gi
(4.13)
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with
TgV

g =
hu2gi   a0
a1
(4.14)
The Table 4.10 shows the fragilities calculated in the way described above. We
M p q Type mv
3 6 7 FENE 88:92225 1:8
10 6 8 FENE 83:20558 1:6
3 6 8 FENE 84:58427 1:7
10 6 10 FENE 76:13389 1:5
3 6 10 FENE 89:67942 1:8
10 6 12 FENE 60:64967 1:3
10 6 12 RB 71:74385 1:4
3 6 12 FENE 71:93804 1:4
3 6 12 RB 78:77926 1:6
3 6 18 FENE 72:28649 1:4
3 6 24 FENE 62:65776 1:3
Tab. 4.10: Fragility of the systems investigated in the LJ + FENE and LJ + RB
simulations. mv is the isochoric fragility. Values of fragility were calculated
with help of the Equation 4.13. All the parameters are the same as in the
Tables 4.1-4.4
plotted our  against 100mv in the Figure 4.5 like in [90, 527, 502]. This plot
clearly shows that  for the investigated FENE + LJ and RB + LJ polymers
is signicantly higher than it is for the polymers from [90] for the given fragility
range. The angulation of the average t for our FENE + LJ and RB + LJ
is approximately 3:5 times higher than that from [90]. We also plotted the
mv of the polymers from FENE MD research versus the (
p+q
3 ) in the Figure
4.6. From this plot we see that molecular mass increase leads to the fragility
decrease(at least at steeper potential values) as well, as the increase of steepness
of LJ potential (that is usually associated with the p + q value) does, that is
consistent with [529, 54, 90]. The ratio of the fragilities mv(trimer)mv(decamer) seems to
increase slightly with grow of (p+q3 ) (see the Figure 4.7). The dependence of
TgV

g on (
p+q
3 ), shown at the Figure 4.8, also can be of some interest (it uses
the data from the Table 4.11). This dependence is quite well approximated
with the linear t. The TgV

g grows with increase of (
p+q
3 ) (or with the fragility
decrease). The TgV

g value grows as M decreases.
The TgV

g value grows as potential becomes steeper, and this growth tends
to be more rapid for the polymers with smaller molecular mass, as it can be seen
in the Figure 4.9, where there is plotted the ratio [
TgV

g (trimer)
TgV

g (decamer)
] versus (p+q3 ).
The ratio [
TgV

g (trimer)
TgV

g (decamer)
] seems to grow slightly with increase of the potential
steepness, like mv(trimer)mv(decamer) (see the Figure 4.7) .
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Fig. 4.5: Relation between  and isochoric fragility. Black triangles represent the
trimers from our MD simulations (FENE+LJ), black circles - the decamers
from the same research. Green triangle and circle represent respectively the
trimer and decamer from RB + LJ simulations. Black line is the average
linear t of the polymers( = a0+
100a1
mv
). a0 =  3:60983; a1 = 7:20931. The
t statistics are the following: 2 = 7:18365; P = 0:78663;RMS%err: =
0:12162. Red continuous line is the linear t of the data (small molecules
and polymers) from [90] ( = 1:042 + 217
mv
). Red dashed lines outline area
including the upper and lower bounds of this t [90, 527].
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Fig. 4.6: The isochoric fragility dependence on potential parameters. Red circles repre-
sent the decamers from MD simulations (LJ+FENE). Green circle is the RB
decamer. The orange dashed line represents the linear t mv = a0 + a1
p+q
3
of both the RB and FENE decamers. Its parameters are the following:
a0 = 144:177; a1 =  12:9536. Black triangles represent the trimers from
MD simulations (FENE+LJ) Green triangle is the RB trimer. The blue
dashed line represents the linear t both the RB and FENE trimers. Its
parameters are the following: a0 = 106:774; a1 =  4:47894.
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Fig. 4.7: The isochoric fragility dependence on molecular mass and potential pa-
rameters. mv(trimer)
mv(decamer)
versus ( p+q
3
). Black diamonds represent the ratios
mv(trimer)
mv(decamer)
of the FENE polymers. Grey diamond corresponds to the RB
case. The grey dashed line represents the linear t mv(trimer)
mv(decamer)
= a0+a1
p+q
3
.
of all the polymers (RB and FENE). Its parameters are the following:
a0 = 0:678; a1 = 0:08032.
M p q Type TgV

g
3 6 7 FENE 0:178 0:002
10 6 8 FENE 0:18658 0:002
3 6 8 FENE 0:19211 0:002
10 6 10 FENE 0:21034 0:002
3 6 10 FENE 0:24405 0:002
10 6 12 FENE 0:22521 0:002
10 6 12 RB 0:28023 0:003
3 6 12 FENE 0:26522 0:003
3 6 12 RB 0:29483 0:003
3 6 18 FENE 0:41599 0:004
3 6 24 FENE 0:53633 0:005
Tab. 4.11: The TgV

g value of the systems investigated in the LJ+FENE and LJ+RB
simulations. TgV

g values were calculated with help of the Equation 4.14.
All the parameters are the same as in the Tables 4.1-4.4.
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Fig. 4.8: TgV

g vs (
p+q
3
). Red circles represent the FENE decamers. a0 =
 0:05286; a1 = 0:02897. Green circle is the RB decamer. The orange dashed
line represents the linear t TgV

g = a0 + a1
p+q
3
of both the FENE and RB
decamers. Its parameters are the following: a0 = 0:05422; a1 = 0:05087.
Black triangles represent the trimers from MD simulations (FENE+LJ)
Green triangle is the RB trimer. The blue dashed line represents the lin-
ear t of both the FENE and RB trimers. Its parameters are the following:
a0 =  0:10226; a1 = 0:06411.
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Fig. 4.9: [
TgV

g (trimer)
TgV

g (decamer)
] versus ( p+q
3
). Black diamonds represent the ratios
[
TgV

g (trimer)
TgV

g (decamer)
] of the FENE polymers. Grey diamond corresponds to the
RB polymer. The grey dashed line represents the linear t
TgV

g (trimer)
TgV

g (decamer)
=
a0 + a1
p+q
3
of both the FENE and RB polymers. Its parameters are the
following: a0 = 0:81947; a1 = 0:0519.
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This chapter presented the results of the density-temperature scaling of the
Debye-Waller factor. Next chapter (chapter number 5) will present the results
of the investigation of the cage correlation functions of polymer melt.
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5. CHAPTER 5. CAGE CORRELATIONS. ORIGINAL WORK
AND RESULTS
This chapter contains the original work and results on the cage correlation func-
tions research of the polymer melt. Section 5:1 covers the neighbor list and
cage correlation functions with subsection 5:1:1 containing the description of
the program and subsection 5:1:2 containing the analysis of the simulations.
Section 5:2 presents the exploration of the spatial correlations of displacement
with subsection 5:2:1 containing the description of the program and subsection
5:2:2 containing the analysis of the simulations. Section 5:3 describes the time
correlation functions of displacement. These functions have not been presented
in literature before, hence the section starts from the denition of these functions
(section 5:1), followed by the program description (section 5:2) and, nally, by
the analysis of the simulations (section 5:3).
5.1 Neighbor list and cage correlations
5.1.1 The program CageCorrelation.c
The program CageCorrelation.c calculates the neighbor list correlation function
and cage correlation functions, already introduced in the subsection 3:2:1. The
input data, excluding several parameters, is read from the le containing the
parameters of the program of analysis. These missing parameters include the
c parameter dening the loss of the cage correlation and also 2 radius values:
internal rin and external rout. These radii dene the spherical shells which
that surround the particle under consideration. The output of the program is
represented as the time evolution of Cl, C
out
cage and C
in out
cage .
5.1.2 Analysis of the simulations
Figure 5.1 shows the time dependence of the correlation function Cl calculated
for the rst coordination shell. We have to mention rst of all that for the
intermediate times t & 1 one can observe the plateau of the correlation function
that establishes with increase of the structural relaxation time (especially cluster
D and E). This plateau denotes the slowing of the neighbor list modication.
Nature of this eect will be described later. One can also see that, as it was
foreseen, the function decreases very slow. However, at  correlation of the
neighbor list is still very high, around 80% for all the clusters (please see the
Table 5.1) , corresponding to the presence of the shell consisting of 9   10
particles from 12 located at shell time 0. This could look unusual considering
that the structural relaxation time by denition corresponds to the loss of the
density correlation. Anyway, the relevance of this eect could be signicantly
decreased because of some simple observations. Let's consider,for example, the
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Fig. 5.1: Time dependence of the neighbor list correlation function Cl for the rst
coordination shell. The meaning of the clusters is the same as in the third
chapter - see the Figures 3.3 on page 63 and 3.4 on page 64. The black
triangles mark the structural relaxation time .
Set Cl(t = )
Cluster A 0.85(1)
Cluster B 0.85(1)
Cluster C 0.84(1)
Cluster D 0.82(1)
Cluster E 0.77(1)
Tab. 5.1: Values of the neighbor list correlation function at the structural relaxation
time for the A, B, C, D and E clusters
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case of cluster A. During the structural relaxation a particle moves on average
at 0:35  (


r2(t = )
1=2
= 0:35 , where r2(t) is the MSD, see the Equation
1.23 on page 15, and  is the distance, at which VLJ(r) reaches its minimum,
see the Equation 2.13 on page 24), that is interesting to compare with the
dimension of the rst coordination shell equal to 1:44 . Let's consider the rst
coordination shell to be of cubic form in the sake of the simplicity of calculation.
The spatial region constituting the rst shell at time t = 0 and that of t = 
overlap at  70%. The extremal slowness of the decrease of the neighbor list
correlation function could partly follow from banal, but nevertheless important
cause: a particle is inuenced by its neighbors at times that are essentially larger
than the structural relaxation time. This is very important to remember that
the neighbor list correlation function never goes to zero (but it goes to some
non-zero constant) for the the polymer systems because of the connectivity
of the polymer chain. No particle can move signicantly far from its closest
chain neighbors. The non-zero constant limit can be easily calculated taking in
account the fact that on an average a the rst shell consists of 12 particles and
also that a particle in the polymer chain has 1 (if it is at the end of the chain) or
2 (if it is in the middle) closest neighbors. The constants calculated are 0:083 for
a dimer, 0:111 for a trimer, 0:133 for a pentamer and 0:15 for a decamer. In the
Figure 5.2 there is shown for the systems of A cluster how the function decreases
and comes very close to the values calculated for extremely long times. The
gure also shows how the curves representing the elements of the same cluster
are evolving very close to each other up to the times of the order of   1 while
for the longer times there can be seen the aforementioned eects of connectivity.
These eects determine the the fact that the curves become to distance from
each other. In the Figure 5.3 there is the time evolution of the cage correlation
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Fig. 5.2: The time evolution of the neighbor list correlation function calculated for the
rst correlation shell for the systems belonging to the cluster A. The dashed
lines mark the asymptotic limits of the calculated functions.
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function for every cluster for the rst coordination shell with the c parameter
equal to zero; this choice of the parameter value corresponds to the case when
the zero correlation takes place at time t if only one particle from the original
list has exited. Curve can be divided onto dierent regimes corresponding to
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Fig. 5.3: The time evolution of the cage correlation function Cout for the rst coordi-
nation shell and for the zero value of the c parameter dening the minimal
number of exited particles causing the considerable correlation loss. The
black triangles mark the relaxation time .
dierent motions. For the short times t . 1 one can see rapid diminishing of
the correlation function corresponding to a motion that does not change much
for dierent clusters. This behavior can be described as a purely ballistic eect
when a particle, that is initially situated at the cage border, releases from its
cage and moves very quickly. This takes place at distances very close to the
minimum of the radial correlation function. Successive decay of the correlation
function corresponds to the long times and happens because of the release of
a particle that is in more interior regions of cage or at distances close to those
causing maximum to the g(r)(see Equation 1.5 on page 11). Hence this particle
needs a major movement of diusive nature in order to escape from the cage.
For the intermediate times t & 1 the clusters with high structure relaxation
times (D and E) exhibit a plateau at the plot of the function. This plateau
denotes the impossibility of the particles to escape from the shell because of
dynamic arrest typical for the cage regime. Comparing the functions Cout for
dierent clusters, we also see that the values obtained at structural relaxation
are very close to each other(as shown in the Table 5.2). The decrease of the
function for long times does not exhibit the mere exponential dependence. This
decay is tted by the \stretched-exponential" function (see the Equation 1.20 on
page 14) similarly to Fs(qmax; t), see the Equation 1.18 on page 14. It is found
that K  12 for the A-D clusters while for E cluster the exponent assumes
a slightly smaller value, K  0:4, suggesting some light dependence on the
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structural relaxation time of the exponent. Taking together all the information
Set Cout(t = )
Cluster A 0.110(5)
Cluster B 0.135(5)
Cluster C 0.120(5)
Cluster D 0.120(5)
Cluster E 0.080(2)
Tab. 5.2: Values of the cage correlation function Cout for c = 0 at structural relaxation
time for the A, B, C, D and E clusters
about the neighbor list correlation function Cl and about the cage correlation
function Cout it is possible to consider the following.For the short times, t . 1
there is an escape of the particles caused by the ballistic eect of the cage,
identied with the rst coordination shell. These particles can be found at the
border of the cage. As Cl(t = 1)  0:9 and Cout(t = 1)  0:5 this rapid
eect takes place on average for 50% of the cages present in the system. At
the structural relaxation time Cout  0:1 and so around 90% of the cages lose
at least one element. Taking into account that Cl  0:80 we should conclude
that that on average every cage from these 90% lose around 3 elements of more
or less 12 initial ones. Finally, for intermediate times there is observed that
for the suciently arrested systems the plateau regime, caused by the trapping
of particles in the cages, occurs. In conclusion there should be said that the
cage correlation function as well as the neighbor list correlation function can be
described with the help of alternative vision, more immediate than the rigorous
intermediate scattering function(please, see the Figure 5.4).
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Fig. 5.4: Comparison of the temporal motion of the intermediate scattering function
Fs(qmax; t) (red line,) and of the cage correlation function C
out
c=0 for the rst
coordination shell (green line). The dashed line marks the structural relax-
ation time of the system. The plateaus of the two functions spread approxi-
mately to the same time interval.
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5.2 Spatial correlations of the displacement
5.2.1 The program MotionCorrelation.c
The program MotionCorrelation.c was created and inserted into the code of the
program of analysis for the purpose of the calculation of the correlation functions
of the displacement, introduced in the subsection 3:2:2. The program receives
the input data from the parameters le. This data includes the extreme values,
the step of the distance partition and the value of the time interval t. The
program's output includes the radial dependence of the C~u and Cu functions.
Some tests were executed in order to verify the correctness of the program.
These tests passed the model cases to the input of the program. The results of
calculation of the test input data had been known a priori. In the Figure 5.5
one can see the plots of the executed tests.
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Fig. 5.5: Test of the routine of calculation of the displacement correlation functions.
Figure a) test of the function C~u: red line reects the parallel displacements,
green line - the antiparallel displacements and black line - the randomly
oriented displacements. Figure b) test of the function Cu: red line shows the
perfect correlation of the uctuations, blue line - the uncorrelated uctuations
and green line - the partial correlations of the uctuations.
5.2.2 Analysis of the simulations
Figure 5.6 shows the radial dependence of the CFDD C~u and of the uctuations
Cu over the displacement of t = 1. First of all it should be mentioned that for
both the correlation functions the curves representing the elements belonging
to the same cluster superpose in excellent way. It is also important that both
the correlation functions do not show only the simple monotonic decay while
the distance increases but also exhibit the superposition of the oscillations of
damping width. If we compare the correlation function of the displacement
with the radial correlation function g(r), we can see that the oscillations of
both the functions are in good correspondence (please have a look also on the
Figure 5.8). The nature of these oscillations observed before in the numeric
simulations as well, as in the experimental investigations is still not clear. In
any case some possible considerations could be already done. The minimum
of the radial correlation function corresponds to the spherical shell containing
some small (less than the mean value) number of the particles. Each of these
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particles has a major free volume in its disposition. Particle can move in this
volume portion. It is not unusual to expect from this liberty of motion to
cause a minor correlation between the particle motion displacements. On the
contrary, the maximum of g(r) corresponds to he spherical shell containing the
number of the particles, that is larger than the mean value. Consequently, the
volume being at disposition of every single particle is minor and this situation
justify the better correlation between the displacements of the particles. Let
us consider the CFDD for dierent clusters. It could be clearly seen that the
value of the rst maximum of the function does not change essentially for the
dierent clusters, going from 0:30 for A cluster to 0:38 for E cluster with the per
cent variation of approximately 27%. These values can be interpreted taking
into account that C~u(r) coincide with the mean value of cosine of angle between
the directions of the displacements of 2 particles separated by the r distance.
Supposing that the angle between 2 directions is distributed uniformly in the
interval [ 0; 0], the mean value of the cosine cos  can be expressed as follows:
cos  =
1
2
(cos 0 + 1) (5.1)
Inverting the previous relation, we obtain the following limiting values for the
maximum of the correlation function from the plot: 0 ' 113:6 for the A cluster
and 0 ' 103:9 for the E cluster. Taking into account the parity of r we x the
increase of the correlation of directions for the larger distances if we increase the
structural relaxation time of the system: in vicinity of the second maximum the
value of the function increases from approximately 0:097 for the A cluster to 0:14
for the E cluster (per cent variation of 30%) while for the third maximum the
value is 0:036 for the A cluster and 0:073 for the E cluster (per cent variation of
50%). To make it more clear, let us neglect the oscillations and consider, starting
from r  1, the exponential t for the curves of the correlation functions
A(t) exp( r=dir(t)). The dir(t) indicates the correlation length. Table 5.3
reports the values of the correlation lengths dir obtained from the tting of the
curves. An increase of the correlation length is clearly seen if we move from A
cluster to E one (in other words if we increase the structural relaxation time).
This fact conrms the growing importance of the cooperativity phenomenon
in the movement of particles while approaching the glass transition[37]. Let's
Set dir(t = 1)
Cluster A 0.67(1)
Cluster B 0.78(2)
Cluster C 0.85(1)
Cluster D 1.04(2)
Cluster E 1.10(1)
Tab. 5.3: The correlation length dir, in units of 
 for clusters A, B, C, D, E, obtained
from the exponential t A(t) exp( r=dir(t)) of the CFDD C~u(r; t) for
t = 1.
now analyze the CFDF Cu(r; t) for t = 1. It was already said that this
function also exhibits a radial oscillatory dependence that is not much dierent
from that of the radial correlation function. Cu shows a more rapid decay as
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Fig. 5.6: Figure a): plot of the radial dependence of the CFDD C~u(r; t) over t = 1.
Figure b): plot of the radial dependence of the CFDF Cu(r; t) per t =
1. For the comparison, both the gures also include one radial correlation
function g(r) for every cluster (dashed lines).
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compared to the previous C~u as the distance grows. Moreover, comparison of
the curves correspondent to dierent clusters leads us to the conclusion that the
function's dependence on the structural relaxation time turns to be weak. The
exponential t of the correlation function of the type A(t) exp( r=mod(t))
was executed according to the aforementioned scheme; the Table 5.4 reports the
correlation length mod for the dierent clusters. It seems that the value of the
Set mod(t = 1)
Cluster A 0.29(1)
Cluster B 0.26(1)
Cluster C 0.28(1)
Cluster D 0.29(1)
Cluster E 0.28(1)
Tab. 5.4: The correlation length mod for the dierent clusters, together with 
,
obtained from the exponential t A(t) exp( r=mod(t)) of the CFDF
Cu(r; t) for t = 1.
correlation length mod, being quite the same for the dierent clusters, turns
to be much less than the correlation length of the directions dir. In general it
seems that for t = 1 the CFDD turns to be more spatially extended than the
CFDF. The directional correlation also turns to be greater at any xed distance.
The Figure 5.7 represents the radial dependence of the CFDD C~u and of the
CFDF Cu of the displacement for t = . The radial dependence of C~u for
this time interval still represents oscillations if compared to g(r) (please see the
Figure 5.8 ) and does not change essentially from one cluster to another except
the A cluster for which holds: t ' 1. Dierently, for the correlation function
Cu for t =  the correlation increases with the augment of  that becomes
always more prominent when we increase the distance. For the maximum of
the rst oscillation the ratio between the correlations of the uctuations of E
and A cluster respectively is a little bit less than 2, while for the maximum of
the second oscillation this ratio increases to  3. The correlation increase while
passing from A cluster to E one is accompanied by the diminishing of the width
of the oscillations of the function. Particularly, for E cluster the oscillations are
not visible any more at r ' 2 . The Tables 5.5 and 5.6 report the values of the
correlation length dir and mod obtained from an exponential t with of the C~u
and the Cu, respectively, for t = . It is notable that while the dir(t = )
is somewhat uncertain, but constant for the dierent clusters, the mod(t = )
grows with increase of the structure relaxation time. In the Figure 5.8 there
is shown, for elements of B cluster (panel (a)), C (panel (b)) and D (panel (c))
the radial dependence of the function C~u and Cu for two time scales t = 1 and
t = . The radial correlation function g(r) is also shown for every element of
the Figure. For the B cluster the correlation of the displacement directions for
t = 1 turns to be less than that for t = , this tend becomes inverted for the
D cluster while for C cluster there is an equilibrium between the two time scales.
For all the clusters the correlation of the displacement modulus for t =  is
more than that for t = 1. The dierence between these two cases grows with
the structure relaxation time increase. Moreover, while passing from B cluster
to D one, one can see that the direction and modulus of displacement switch the
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Fig. 5.7: Figure a): plot of the radial dependence of the CFDD C~u(r; t) for t = .
Figure b): plot of the dependence of the CFDF Cu(r; t) for t = . For
the comparison, both the gures also include one radial correlation function
g(r) for every cluster (dashed lines).
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Fig. 5.8: Figure a): plot of the radial dependence of the CFDD C~u(r; t) and of the
CFDF Cu(r; t) for t = 1 as well, as for t =  for the state indicated
by the multiplex fM; ; T; p; qg: a) (2; 1:033; 0:6 10; 6) of B cluster, b)
(2; 1:033; 0:5; 10; 6) of C cluster, c) (3; 1:086; 0:7; 12; 6) of D cluster. The
radial correlation function g(r) is also reported for every state.
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Set dir(t = )
Cluster A 0.67(1)
Cluster B 0.93(2)
Cluster C 0.94(2)
Cluster D 0.95(2)
Cluster E 0.94(2)
Tab. 5.5: The correlation length dir, in units of 
 obtained from the exponential t
A(t) exp( r=dir(t)) of the CFDD C~u(r; t) for t = .
Set mod(t = )
Cluster A 0.28(1)
Cluster B 0.66(1)
Cluster C 1.01(2)
Cluster D 1.56(2)
Cluster E 2.16(3)
Tab. 5.6: The correlation length mod, in units of 
, obtained from the exponential
t A(t) exp( r=mod(t)) of the CFDF C~u(r; t) for t = .
roles for t = : for B cluster the correlation of directions turns to be greater
than that of modulus (given that r is the same), while for the D cluster the
situation is quite the dierent with the correlation of modulus becoming larger
than that of directions. On the contrary, for t = 1 the correlation of directions
is larger than that of the modulus.
5.3 Time correlation of the displacement
5.3.1 Denition of the self-correlation functions
Let's dene the self-correlation function Cs~u between the directions of the dis-
placement of the tagged particle calculated at two time intervals t1 and t2
starting from the same time moment on the analogy with the CFDD (see the
Equation 3.43 on page 66). It is dened as follows:
Cs~u(t1; t2) =
1
N
NX
i=1
h(u^i(t0; t1)u^i(t0; t2))i (5.2)
where u^i(t0; t1) and u^i(t0; t2) indicate the unit vectors of the displacement
calculated at a time interval t1 and t2 respectively starting from time t0. The
self-correlation function Csu between the displacement uctuations calculated
for the t1 and for t2 with the same initial instance is dened in the same
manner:
Csu(t1; t2) =
1
N
NX
i=1
*
1phu2i (t1)ihu2i (t2)i (ui(t1)ui(t2))
+
(5.3)
with ui(t1;2) = jui(t1;2)j   hjui(t1;2)ji being the uctuation of the displace-
ment. These two functions quantify the grade of correlation (with respect to
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both modulus and direction) between the motion of particle at one time scale
and the motion of the same particle at dierent, generally longer time scale.
5.3.2 The program MotionCorrSelf.c
The program MotionCorrSelf.c was written for the calculation of the displace-
ment self-correlation functions Cs~u and C
s
u. This code was inserted into the
analysis program. Input of the program looks like the value of the time interval
t1. Output is the dependence of the functions C
s
~u and C
s
u on time interval
t2. This interval changes from t2 = t1 up to the limiting value taken from
the input.
5.3.3 Analysis of the simulations
The Figure 5.9 shows the t2 dependence of the displacement self-correlation
functions Cs~u(t1; t2) (red curve) and C
s
u(t1; t2) (blue curve) with t1 = 1 t

for the dierent clusters(with t being the inexion point of the log(hr2(t)i)
vs log t plot, see the Figure 1.5 on page 17). Both the functions exhibit the
quick loss of correlation from the very beginning: for the B cluster, for example,
the correlation of the direction of displacement decreased to  0:5 and that
of displacement uctuations to  0:3 for t2  2 already. This phenomenon
can be explained by the particle's collisions with the walls of its cage and the
consequent inversion of the particle's motion. At the longer times the self-
correlation functions show the slow decrease down to 0 that is reached at times
much more than that of the structural relaxation.
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It is worthy to notice that the directional correlation turns to be greater that
the modulus one for the xed t2 (in particular for t2 = ).The values of the
two displacement self-correlation functions for t1 = 1 and t2 =  are reported
in the Table 5:7. It can be seen that Cs~u(1; ) as well as C
s
u(1; ) diminish as
Cluster Cs~u(1; ) C
s
u(1; )
B 0:45(2) 0:28(1)
C 0:33(1) 0:13(1)
D 0:28(2) 0:12(1)
E 0:25(2) 0:085(6)
Tab. 5.7: The values of the displacement self-correlation functions Cs~u(t1; t2) and
Csu(t1; t2) for t1 = 1 and t2 =  , in units of 
, for the B, C, D and
E clusters.
the structural relaxation time  increases. Moreover, the directional correlation
Cs~u(1; ), as it was told before, results to be considerably greater than the
modulus correlation Csu(1; ).The dierence between these two seems to be
constant while the structural relaxation time grows, taking into account the
relative errors. Supposing, as it was done before, that the angle between the
displacement directions for t1 = 1 and for t2 =  is uniformly distributed
in the interval [ 0; 0], we nd, using the relation 5.1, that the value of 
changes from 0 ' 96 for the B cluster where   3 t to 0 = 120 for the E
cluster, where   700 t. The variation of the Cs~u(1; ) results to be relatively
small if compared to the correspondent variation of . In conclusion we can
arm that the displacement direction is of more importance with respect to
the displacement modulus. The direction that is set by the displacement of
a particle at the time scales typical for cage regime (remember that t = 1 is
the time used to measure the Debye-Waller factor hu2i) represents the type of
so-called \privileged direction": the subsequent motion needs a very long time,
much more than the relaxation one, to loose completely the correlation with
this direction. On the contrary, the modulus correlation needs much less time
to decrease to zero. Hence a rst element of correlation between fast dynamics
and structural relaxation can be distinguished from the directionality of motion.
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Fig. 5.9: The dependence of the displacement self-correlation functions Cs~u(t1; t2)
(red curve) and Csu(t1; t2) (blue curve) on t2 for t1 = 1 t
 for dierent
clusters. The value of the structural relaxation time  is tagged at each
curve (black triangle). The value of the directional correlation function is
more than that of modulus for the xed t2.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The great scientic and practical importance, basic theoretical information
about statics and dynamics and various characteristics of the glass-forming
simple liquids and polymers were presented in the rst chapter. The partic-
ular attention was paid to the dierences and similarities of the glass transition
for the simple liquids and polymers in the section 1:3. The structured study
of numerous methods of polymeric materials research became the core of the
section 2:1. To respond to the increasing challenges of science in our days we
should expect the hierarchical and hybrid methods of MD simulations to develop
quite as rapidly, as the software and hardware do. The technical progress also
should aord to run the MD simulations of suciently big number of particles
at quantum and atomistic levels of description. The MD methods and model
used by me were presented in the section 2:2.
The non-universal (valid only in a relatively narrow temperature and den-
sity range) TV  scaling of structure relaxation time  and universal scaling
between the Debye-Waller factor hu2i and  imply that there should be non-
universal scaling between TV  and hu2i. This hypothesis, stated in the section
3:1 along with the detailed study of the literature on topic, was empirically
conrmed in the fourth chapter, covering the original work and results. Data of
all the polymers in the study (discriminated by the molecular mass and interac-
tion potentials) collapsed on the straight lines of hu2i vs TV  plot. These lines
converged in the single \universal" point. So, it seems, that a polymer should
be represented on the plot with the straight line, uniquely dened by its molec-
ular mass and parameters of Lennard-Jones potential and crossing the straight
lines, corresponding to the other polymers, in the \universal" point. These re-
sults were supported by the perfect TV  scaling of  of the polymeric systems
under research. The scaling exponent  values seem to be consistent with the
Lennard-Jones parameters-dependent expression from the study of Lennard-
Jones liquids, rather than with the similar expression from the binary liquids
research. Nevertheless, the obtained  values are somewhat higher than those
obtained from the previous experimental investigations of the polymers, molec-
ular liquids and hydrogen bonded glass-formers for the given fragility range.
The  value grows with increase of the interaction potential steepness(eect
that is also well-known from various literature sources) and with rise of molec-
ular mass (supported by recent studies [453]). Isochoric fragility decreases with
the increase of steepness of LJ potential (that is consistent with the numerous
literature data), and (at least at steeper potential values) with molecular mass
increase. The product TgV

g grows with increase of potential steepness. TgV

g
also goes up with decrease of molecular weight, that could be connected to the
fact that the specic volume at glass transition temperature is signicantly less
than 1. This eect is somewhat stronger for the steeper potential.
The density-temperature eect on the microscopic dynamics in cage formed
by the nearest neighbors of a given atom needs further investigation in ex-
perimental and computational research. It could be useful to investigate the
dependence of the molecular weight eect on the interaction potential steep-
ness(that seems rather unclear, especially for the scaling exponent case) more
thoroughly with exploration of the greater number of distinct (p; q) pairs.
The correlation functions of the polymeric matter are introduced in the sec-
tion 3:2. The lifetime of the cage surrounding the tagged atom is analyzed
in the subsections 5:1:1 and 5:1:2 with the help of neighbor list and cage cor-
relation functions introduced in the subsection 3:2:1. The plot of the cage
correlation function Coutcage(t) (reecting the part of the cages that haven't lost
any particle up to time t) shows its closeness to the self part of intermediate
scattering function Fs(qmax; t), the main function reecting the process of the
structural relaxation. The long-time decay of Coutcage(t) is approximated with the
\stretched-exponential" function as well, as for the Fs(qmax; t). The stretching
exponent value, as well, as the values of Coutcage() is more or less constant for
small and average and slightly decreasing for the high values of structural relax-
ation time, thus demonstrating the weak relaxation time eect. The neighbor
list correlation function Cl(t), describing the average decimal part of the cage
neighbors that still have not left the cage over the time t decreases very slowly .
This function never goes to zero because of the integrity constraint of the poly-
mer chain. It is also interesting to mention that for any correlation function
studied in this chapter the states of interest having the same  in turn have
the plots that are very close to each other, disregarding the possible dierences
in molecular mass, density, temperature and parameters of the Lennard-Jones
interaction potential (with a small exclusion of the molecular mass for the case
of the neighbor list correlation function because of the aforementioned dier-
ent integrity constraints for the polymers with high molecular mass). Finally,
I have to mention that both the functions Coutcage(t) and Cl(t), following from
the immediate physical interpretation, represent the alternative but equivalent
instrument for the description of the structure relaxation, compared to the more
rigorous intermediate scattering function.
The dependence of the correlation functions of the direction(C~u(r; t)) and
modulus(Cu(r; t)) of displacement (presented in the subsection 3:2:2) on the
distance between the analyzed particles r and on the time of displacement t
(with the original results presented in subsections 5:2:1 and 5:2:2) showed the
stronger correlation values for the particles inside the coordination shells and
weaker for the particles between the shells, that could be connected to the nega-
tive relation of the particle displacement correlation to the average free volume
portion being at disposition of each particle. The growth of the cooperativity
phenomenon in the movement of particles while approaching to the glass tran-
sition, being widely expected in literature, found its conrmation in the facts
of increase of levels of correlation and correlation length of C~u(r; t) for t = 1
at given r and of Cu(r; t) for t =  at given r with  growth(these eects
become more visible with r increase). In the same time the  eect was quite
negligible for Cu for the small values of time displacement(t = 1) and for
C~u for high values of time displacement (t = ). In general it should to be
said that the link was discovered between the static properties of the system,
represented by the radial distribution function g(r) and the dynamic properties,
represented by C~u(r; t) and Cu(r; t). Origin of this correlation is not perfectly
clear and needs further investigation.
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The section 5:3 oers the introduction(5:3:1), program description (5:3:2)
and analysis (5:3:3) of the original self-correlation functions of the direction
(Cs~u(t1; t2)) and modulus (C
s
u(t1; t2)) of the displacement where t1 and
t2 are the displacement times, both starting from the zero time. Analysis
of dependence of these correlation functions on t2 value for the xed t1 = 1
shows the quick initial correlation loss hypothetically connected to the inversion
of particle's motion due to the collision with its cage. Then the slow decrease of
correlation ends at zero value at times much longer than  value (especially for
Cs~u(t1; t2)).As C
s
~u(t1; t2) looks to be higher than C
s
u(t1; t2) for any choice
of t1 and t2, we can conclude that the directionality of motion rather than the
modulus of the displacement connects the fast dynamics(t1 = 1) and the struc-
tural relaxation(t2 = ), that could be interesting for the further investigation
of the correlation between the microscopic cage and macroscopic relaxation dy-
namics. It seems that the direction of the displacement of a particle at the
time scales of cage regime has a great inuence on the direction of the particle's
motion even at much longer times, while the modulus self-correlation function
diminishes more quickly. Another direction of research could be connected to
the possible density-temperature eects on the values of particle-particle, cage
or self correlation functions analyzed in this chapter, since the correlation func-
tions describe, amongst other, the microscopic dynamics in cage, that is closely
connected to the hu2i value.
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7. APPENDIX. STATISTICAL METHODS USED
Here there are briey represented the statistical methods used in the third chap-
ter in analysis of goodness of t. If we have the discrete set of data, marked
as xi with i going from 1 to N , where N is the number of data points and we
construct the t of this data with the help of least squares regression analysis
[537, 538, 539], than we obtain some set of t points. Let us dene them as fi
with i going from 1 to N .
7.1 Pearson's correlation coecient
The Pearson's correlation coecient coecient (P ) reects the correlation of
the data with its t. It was developed by K. Pearson from a similar but slightly
dierent idea introduced by Francis Galton [540, 541]. It is calculated from the
following formula:
P =
vuutPNi=1(fi   x)2PN
i=1(xi   x)2
(7.1)
where x is the mean value of the data. It is calculated from the formula:
x =
NX
i=1
xi
N
(7.2)
7.2 Root mean square error
The root mean square error error(RMSPCE) is the square root of the mean
square error of the t and is calculated as follows:
RMSPCE =
sPN
i=1(xi   fi)2
N
(7.3)
7.3 Pearson's 2 test statistic
The Pearson's 2 test statistic (2) [542] tests the goodness of t; the less it is
the better is the t. This statistic is calculated from the formula:
2 =
NX
i=1
(xi   fi)2
fi
(7.4)
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